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HISTORICALSOCITEY
I I 1
look for pricesL
weather is pre-
dicted for to-
night. Cloudy
) come dov. nu r consum
with occasional showers. ers, says Underwood.
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SUFFRAGETTES BURN HOUSE
Ixmdon, Oct. 4. Militant suffragPOvD! !i HOUSE
ettes this morning set fire to a luraa
cans in Juarez.. Hsiowed, a dozen or
more alleged bunco men being ar-
rested. Coleman buys he was robbed
of $200 in the Juarei' cooli pit. Three
alleged bunco men escaped to El Paso
in an automobile when the campaign
started.
unoccupied riverside house at Hamp
wou'd not meet the expenses of the
government and this compelled an
increase of indebtedness that threw
on the bill an undeserved odium,
which, along with the fact that the
senate deprived the Dill of some of
its best features, robbed the party of
the benefit which would ordinarily
come to it by a reduction in import
SENATE REFUSES
TO ATTEMPT TO
HASTEN
DESTROYED BY
TREASURY HAS
PLACE IN. THE
LIMELIGHT
ton on Thames, a few miles above
London. Two women weer
on suspicion.
The women were identified in po-
lice court as Miss May RichardsonDYNAMITE
CHILD MURDERED
81 A BRUTAL
Gip
NOTORIOUS NEW YORK ITALIAN
SOUGHT AS DOER OF AN
EVIL DEED
MAY HAVE JOT KIDNAPED
POLICE DECLARE THIS THEORY
TO BE THE MOST TEN-
ABLE PRESENTED
BUILDING BELONGING TO PRIM
ROSE MINE, NEAR TRINIDAD,
IS DESTROYED
ACTION ON THE CURRENCY BILL
LIKELY WILL NOT OCCUR
UNTIL NEXT MONTH
,
SECRETARY McADOO BEGINS
FRAMING ENFORCEMENT POL-
ICY FOR TARIFF LAW.
Federals Take Sabinas
Eagle Pass, Tex., Oct. 4. Couriers
from the front today assert that fed-der-
troops have occupied the city
of Sabinas, but that the federal ar-
tillery has been left on the south side
of the river. The bridge over the
Sabinas river at that place recently
was dynamited by the constitution-
alists to prevent the federal advance.
and Miss Rachael Peace. Miss Ri-
chardson, who was recently released
from prison, where she was serving
a term of three months imprisonment,
admitted that she had set fire to ''the
house and hoped she had made a
good job of it. The women were re-
manded for further hearing without
bail.'
duties. Then, too, the bin went into
operation wTien financial conditions
were bad,' and many attributed to the
law the defects for which it was not
at all responsible.
"I mentioned the law of 19 years
ago because it Ts the only thing since
the war we can compare the pres-
ent law with. The economic as well
as political coriuTtions made It pos-
sible to do now what could not tie
done then. We have, too, at this
time a united party, which is a great
REPORT IS NOT YET READYSTRIKERS ARE SUSPECTED
The railroad between Piedras Neg
ras and Sabinas, formerly operated
COMPETITION IS ASSURED
DEMOCRA-TI- LEADERS SAY THE
BUSINESS OF COUNTRY
WILL IMPROVE
NO FINANCE COMMITTEE LIKELY;
WILL NOT COMPLETE WORK
CLUE AS TO PERPETRATORS
OF THE DEED IS FOUND,
HOWEVER
by the constitutionalists, has been en
tirely destroyed by theFOR WEEKS
FOR FREE RELIGION
Lima, Peru, Oct.. 4. Peru in future
is to enjoy religious tolerance. Here-
tofore the exercise of any religion
other than the Roman Catholic has
been prohibite'd. The chambe of
deputies foiTSy adopted by 66 votes
to 44 an amendment to the constitu
asset The president and the demo-
crat!) of The house and senate have
been in full sympathy and have work-
ed unitedly in the accomplishment of
WESTERN DANKERS PROTESTMINERS RETURN TO WORK UNDERTAKER TELLS STOHY
SA-Y- HE WAS COMPELLED AT
POINT OF A GUN TO
TAKE THE BODY
this important work, They share
the honors together, and the honors OFFICIALS OF THE. COMPANIES tion dealing .with" this subject. The THEY SAY THE PROPOSED LAWWILL DISCRIMINATE
AGAINST THEM
amendment hail Tieen already approvCLAIM THEIR FORCES ARE
INCREASING ed by the senate.
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 4. County au Washington, Oct. 4. An ineffeit-ua- l
attempt to hasten consideration
of the administration currency bill in
are sufficient to give distinction to
all who have participated.
P,Opt;ber 3 marks anj Important j
epoch in the economic history of the
generation and I am confident that. It
will be able to celebrate a second j
triumph for the president, congress,
the party and the country when the
new currency bill passes and receives
the president's signature." j
BETTING IS EVEN
New York, Oct. 4. All of the 8,000
reserved, seats in the upper tier of
the grandstand at the Polo e rounds
for the world's series baseball games
had been sold out this afternoon, ac-
cording to announcement made by
the New York baseball club and there
remain only the 30,000 unreserved
grandstand and bleacher seats
It was' generally understood in
baseball circles today that Larry
Doyle, the Giants' second baseman,
who was recently injured, would
surely take part in the seriep; though
perhaps not in the first game.
Among the bets wagered on the se
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
GETS REAL START
thorities are today prosecuting an in-
vestigation intjo the explosion that
last night blew up the powder house
and partially wrecked the store of
the Primrose Coal company at the
Primrose mine 35 miles north of here.
The destruction of property is be-
lieved to have been the work of strik-
ing miners, but no clue as to the
identity of those who set off the pow-
der, and dynamite has been found.
AMPLE REVENUE EXPECTED
BUT AN EARLY LOSS OF $10,000,-00- 0
ON IMPORTS IS PRE-
DICTED
Washington, Oct. 4. With the
democratic tariff law consummated
activity today was transferred from
the halls of congress to the treasury
department where Secretary McAdoo
and Assistant Secretary Hamlin be-
gan the development of a plan of en-
forcement.
Treasury officials declared that the
new act will be the lowest tariff law
in the history of the country, with
the possible exception of the Walker
tariff of 1846 and its amendatory
tariff of 1857.
With President Wilson and the
congressional framers of the law
they declared it was a "competitive
tariff," and freely expressed the con-
viction that business would be In-
vigorated and sustained through its
operation. Officials were equally
confident that it would afford the
government ample revenue.
It is roughly estimated that $100,-000,00- 0
worth of merchandise, held in
GAMES IN EAST AND WEST WILL
GIVE LINE ON TEAMS'
STRENGTH
Chicago, Oct. 4. College football,
with all its noisy trimmings, got its
ries so far was $1,000 even on the
Giants, placed by this afternoon by a
theatrical man. Even money seemed
to be the trend.
New York, Oct 4. The battered
body of a fair haired little girl, killed
by a blow on the head, lay ia the
Harlem morgue today while the police
sought Joseph DePuma, a notorious,
Italian gunman, as her elayer.
The child's body was wrought to
the morgue in a macaroni box by
Ralph Pasqua, an undertaker, who
told a tale of having been coerced at
pistol's point to go to the man's flat
and receive the body, In the fiat he
saw a blonde woman weeping. When
the detectives reached the flat she
was gone and with her the gunman.
The theory advanced! was that the
little girl had been kidnaped and was
being held for ransom. There is no
police record, however, of a child of
that description being missing.
The Wdertaker was held today,
pending further investigation of the
matter. He says the J gun man told
him that he had hit the child as she
begged for water at night.
'Mystery Is Clearing
A number of arrests may follow,
The loss and damage to property
real start in the middle west today
with nearly ail the leading elevers
fn action.
The Indiana-Chicag- o game was con-
sidered the first struggle of impor
tance.
Kentucky State will be Illinois' op-
ponent at Urbana.
Minnesota will play its second
game of the season, meeting the
weakened Arses eiyeu at Minneapo
NO VIOLENCE TODAY
Calumet, Mich., Oct. 4. Mass pick-
eting and peaceable parades featur-
ed today's activities in the coyper
strike zone. Troopers kept the mass of
pickets on the move, and outside of
a fight between a deputy and a
striker, there were no disorders.
Under advice from the state depart-
ment, the treasury department is
about to instruct collectors "of cus-
toms to assess duties against imports
from Germany, Canada and Mexico
and other countries not having spe
cial treaty arrangements to the con-
trary, at the full rates laid down in
the Underwood tariff act, unless they
were imported Into the United States
in ships of American registery, in
which case they will be entitled to a
differential of five per cent.
The maximum duties will not only
apply to goods from Prussia, because
of the continuance in force of the old
treaty with that country, but goods
from all parts of Germany would have
to' pay the additional five per cent.
Likewise, the Canadian shipping o:i
the lakes will le charged full rates
for their cargoes Imported into the
United States, while similar goods
brought across the lakes in American
ships will enjoy the five per cent
The officials are now seeking an
is estimated at $1,700. Operators
throughout southern Colorado are
concerned by the explosion last night,
fearing attempts to destroy property
will be made elsewhere. The officials
of the United Mine Workers disclaim
knowledge of the affair.
Officials of the Victor-America- n
Fuel company and the C. P. and I.
company today made emphatic state-
ments that they had no intention of
signing contracts with the United
Mine Workers or recognizing the
union. The statements say more men
are coming back to work.
the senate banking and currency
committee was made by the support-
ers of the measure today. Senator
Shafroth argued vainly for an agree-
ment td close hearings on the bill
next Saturday, October 11, but repub-Ijcan- s
on the committee protested
vigorously. Senators Reed and Hitch-
cock, democrats, who have opposed
hurrying the bill, were not present.
H.. C. Jewett, a business man of
Aberdeen, S. D, appearing before the
committee, declared that small banks
in the northwest and In other agri-
cultural sections had little or none of
the y commercial paper made
eligible in the bill for and
as a baBis for currency. He said
that the country banker was forced
to carry the farmer for long-tim- e
loans on paper which would receive
none of the advantages of the bill.
J. C. Bassett, president of the Aber-
deen National bank,, said that the
measure discriminated against na-
tional banks and that he would ad-
vise stockholders of his bank to leave
the national system and take out a
state charter if the bill went into ef-
fect.
Members of the committee express-
ed the opinion that it would be pos-
sible to reach an agreement to close
the hearings on October 16. How
long the committee would consid it
the bill after that date cannot be con-
jectured, but an effort will be made
to report tothe senate early in
Twenty-seve- n men arrested at the
Wolverine mine last night as the re--lis.
Wisconsin Tiii' & . into ictiou. fori suit of a clash between several hun-- me mystery surrpumutig the mnr-
urea smser.. ana,. email... airca.f Hder of a golden' haiwd VhviJ of t!
bond1, soon will be withdrawn and
payment of duty made under the law.
'Compiled with the Payne-Aldric- h
act this win mean a loss of $10,000,-"0mt- o
the government. Treasury of-
ficials maintained met these with-
drawals would have no perceptible
effect nil thp hiiRilliR rl 1ha fnrmvrv
troops, which followed the accidental
injuring by. a soldier of a child of
one of the strikers, will be arraigned
years' yesterday began Jo clear tot'ay-wit-
.the identification of the body,
the arrest of the baby's mother art
the issuance of orders to tr-es- t th 3at Houghton.
IS IT CONSTITUTIONAL?
Washington, Oct. 4. The federal
government's effort to prove that "the
the first Unit', Aiee.ii; Lawrence tit
Mtdison. The Unlve-sU- v of Nebras-
ka meets Washburn college at Lin-
coln. Perdue meets Wabash at La-
fayette. Notre Dame plays Ohio
Northern at Notre Dame.
Minnesota plays Ames at Minnea-
polis. Michigan plays Case at Anu
Arbor. Missouri plays' Drury at Col-
umbia. Iowa university plays the
Iowa state Normal at Iowa City.
man from whose fiat the body was
taken late yesterday afternoon.MONEY IN THE FIRESt. Paul, Minn., Oct. 4. A strong
box containing $200,000, from Seattle
to the United States treasury, is in
the ruins ot the St. Paul union sta
The child was identified as
Salerno by Mrs. Louise Koeber,
said she was the grandmother.
Roeber told the police that her d
ter. Lulu's mother, had quarreled
l.u'u
whij
Mr".
ugli-i- y
i n
answer to the question as to whether erananuner clause or me uKianou.a
constitution violates the constitutionthe new rates will apply to the enor-- !
mous store of goods now held in bond j ot tl,e Vnited states was bes,m in
the collrt toaa' with bn-e-fin New York for entry under the sl'PrW110 a
new tariff law. i - i fi,eci by Solicitor General Davis. The
circuit couvt of appeals for the ninthThe immediate effect of this stand
liad certified to theon the part of the government Is supreme
nwtert to lie haatv ftniilinatlon fr,m court the question of the validity of
tion, which was destroyed by fire last
night. The still smouldering ruinsMadison, Wis., Oct. 4. End s'ec- -
oud period: Lawrence, 0; U'niver- -
her husband, Michael Salerno, a l!os
ton barber at Columbia University,
and left him a year ago to lire with
The most difficulty administrative
feature of the new act is the income
tax provision. This entirely new ven-
ture will require the work of experts
to draft a workable plan that will
insure the government receiving Its
lawful dues from every taxable cit-
izen.
Wilson Is Pleased
President Wilson went to the golf
links early today, according to nis
Saturday custom, and when he re-
turned to the White House shortly
before noon, found many telegrams
congratulating him on the signing of
the new tariff bill. ' With the con--
today barred access to the safe. The
movement of trains today was not
delayed, as the train sheds were
tii y of Wisconsin, 21.the amendment of the Oklahoma leg- -the countries adversely affected for
a revision of their existing treaties islation which grants suffrage to
illi- -
terate and other descendants of, noti ii cjii i eRussia willwith the United States. Temporary ticket offices were esMinneapolis, Minn., Oct. 4. Endsecond period: Minnesota, 13; Ames,
0.
another man. Lulu, f.he said, was
one of three children and was taken
by Mrs. Salerno when the home was
broken ur.
Mrs. Salerno left her ' mollier'3
ru IK rs i . i 2 a i : i ithose who were entitled to vote priori v.ttl I ft isuunLirs natu tablished in passenger coaches.
Plans for 1 new station are being
BEFORE FEDERAL ARMY considered. lliome, according to the mother.Annapolis, Md., Oct. 4. Final
score: Navy, 0; University of Pitts-
burgh, 0.
also be obliged to negotiate a com-
plete new treaty to replace that de-
nounced last eyar, if she wishes to
secure the favored treatment Mr her
exports in Russian ships.
Steel Coming Down
Steel manufacturers were reported
here today to be considering a reduc-
tion of from $2 to $3 a ton in the
price of their products to meet the
lowering of steel duties in effect
under the new tariff schedule.
!o January 1, ISfifi.
The solicitor contends that the en-I'r- o
prevision violates the fifteenth
amendment to the federal constitu-
tion suaranteeins suffrage without
discrimination as to race, color or
previous condition of servitude. The
ef'oct of the "grandfather clause" he
acl'ls, is to exclude practically all illi-t- r
;rte ntrroes and practically no ill-
iterate white men.
CONSTITUTIONALISTS LOSE
DECISIVE BATTLE IN CHI-HU-
STATE'Indianapolis, Ind.,
Oct. 4. Score
third period: Purdue, 13; Wabash, 0.
first
:sley- -
Columbus, O., Oct. 4. End
half: Ohio State, 31; Ohio W
an, 13.
a month ago, wtih two men. One cf
these, Mrs. Roebp.i- - said, waa Tony
Fishera, over whom Mrs. Salerno and
her husband had quarreled the other
was Joseph .DePuma. DePuma and
Fishera, Mrs. Itoeber said, occupied
the same flat. It was from this fiat
that the child's body was taken to
the morgue. A general alarm has
been issued for Del'uma's arrest.
The police asserted this afternoon
that Mrs. Salerno was living at the
flat when the child was murdered.
Mrs. Salerno was hysterical when ar-
rested this afternoon.
OELRICHS IS DISCHARGED
New York, Oct. 4. Herman Oel-rich- s,
millionaire law student at Co-
lumbia university, was discharged In
police court today when arraigned on
the 'charge of stabbing Lucillle Sin-
gleton, daughter of a Texas miner.
The case against young Oelrichs was
dismissed at the request of Assistant
District Attorney James O'Malley, to
whom Miss Singleton confessed yes-
terday that there was no basis for
her previous declaration that Oel-
richs stabbed her.
sentiment, "now for currency legis-
lation."
,
In. ttite spirit the president took up
the task of accomplishing the second
big mSasure of his administration.
At the White House and legislative
quarters generally there is confi-
dence that the currency 'bill, already
passed by the house, will be passed
by the" senate and signed by the pres-
ident before many weeks. The opin-
ion prevails that if the work is not
completed before the December ses-
sion of congress begins, it surely will
The possibility of competition' from
Germany and British manufacturers! COMMERCE COURT DROPPED
was said to be responsible for th-s- Washington, Oct. 4. With a
, ing quorum present by a harrow mar- -
Don't Look for Cheaper Goods 8in. the senate today passed the
who expect to find American ,!lt deficiency appropriation bill,
El Paso, Oct. 4. Santa Rosalia has
fallen before the attack of 4,000 fed-
erals under General Castro, accord-
ing to advices received here this
morning in a telegram from General
Mercado, military governor of Chi-
huahua, to Guillermo Porras, person-
al representative of General Huerta
in this city.
Santa Rosalia was defended by
4,000 constitutionalists under Fran-
cisco Villa. The dispatch said the
town was taken after four hours'
heavy, fighting yesterday following
the seise- of Thursday morning. The
messages declared the constitutional- -
Hamilton, X.. Y,, Oct. 4. End sec-
ond quarter: Colgate, 7; Amherst, 0.
Ann Arbor, Oct. 4. End third quar-
ter: Michigan, 48; Case, 0.
Chicago, Oct. 4. End first quarter:
Chicago, 7; Indiana, 0.
Ithaca, N. Y., Oct. 4. Final score:
Cornell, 37; Oberlin, 12.
stores immediately cutting prices be- - carrying the house provision
abollsh-caus- e
the new tariff bill is now law, in tne commerce court. An amend-wil- l
be disappointed, in the opinion ment retaining the five commerce
of Representative Underwood, one of cmlrt 3'PS on the eiicuu coun
EIGHTEEN MEN DROWN
Yarmouth, England,' Oct. 4 Eight-
een seamen of the crew of the Brit-
ish steamer Gardenia were drowned
when that vessel foundered today
THE CHINESE ELECTION
Peking, Oct. 4. The presidential
election in the Chinese republic is to
take place nest Monday. Ths mem-
bers' of the two houses of parliament
Us authors. It will be many months. "c1 "util iey r"8'Sn or retire was
Mr. Underwood believes, before . !v3
effect of the new tariff bill becomes
after a collision in a fog with the wul assemble ia the morning for that
British steamer Cornwood. Four of j purpose. Immediately after the eiw- -New Haven, Oct. 4. Pinal score:
a,e re"s uuw.u.v
Yale, 0; University of Maine, 0. No other details of the batue,
which was considered by the rebels
added to the provision, however, fol-
lowing a filibuster by supporters
amendment.
The bill also carried, as finally
passed, an amendment proposed by
the senate appropriations commit-
tee, exempting deputy United States
marshals and deputy internal revenue
collectors from the classified civil
service. This provision was strongly
the Gardenia's crew were picked up
alive. The collision occurred in the
Niffth sea 5Tf this port.
opparent to the consumer. ,
"It is only competition cause dby
the new law that is going to reduce
prices," said Mr. Underwo6d today.
"It will be several months before the
itlcct of the new tariff on commodi-
ties is felt and in many cases it ma.
be a year. The effect on wool prob
as a critical one for the establishment
of their power in Chihuahua, have
been received here.
Williamstown, Mass., Oct. 4. --Final
score: Williams, 20; University of
Vermont, 0.
tion the powers will recognize tn
Chinese republic. It is asserted
here that Japan has talicn a promi-
nent part in the movement for recog-
nition and that relations between tu9
Chinese and Japanese governments
have greatly Improved on this
be by January 1.
Bryan Also Beams
Secretary Bryan today endorsed
the new tariff law as the best tariff
measure since the civil war and pre-
dicted the" early passage of the cur-
rency bill. Mr. Bryan issued this
statement: '
"The tariff law that went into force
last night is the best tariff measure
8ln.ce the war, and all who have
taken part In preparing and passing
it are entitled to great credit. It is
a better bill than we were able to
pass 20 years ago, and I rejoice that
political conditions are such as to
make the present law possible.
"The Wilson bill was compelled to
carry a burden that will not fall on
the present law and ought not to
,have fallen on that law. The Wilson
law provided for fan income tax,
which was held unconstitutional by
Following the evacuation of Santa
Philadelphia, Oct.1 4. Final score:
Pennsylvania, 10; LaFayette, 0. 'opposed by the senate republicans
MONTENEGRO GETS READY
Cettinje, Montenegro, Oct, 4. A
partial remobilization of the Monte-
negrin army was organized today by
ably will not. siiow until next spini?
Rosa ia, the combined rebel forces of
(Qancho Villa, Tomas lUIrbpna and
MrriH-- chao, n'tTnerln 4,000, havej
scattered to the hills, according to
the full effec. on sugar not for sev- - About $5,090,000 of appropriations are
carried by the bill, Including $100,- -
royal proclamation. The document000 for the use of the state depart-
ment Jn moving Americans out of
Mexico.
eral years."
Mr. Underwood left Washington to-
day for Atlantic City for a week's va-
cation. He is a suffering from a bad
cold.
says the step had been taken "in con-
sequence of events transpiring on our
western frontier."
a brief dispatch received by Colonel
Juan N. Vasquez, federal commander
in Juarez today. No details of the
battle had Been received by Colonel
Vasquez this morning.
Bunco Men Arrested
Following the "robbery of II. Cole
! 4
TODAY IN CONGRESS
fi $.
Washington, Oct. 4. Senate: Re-
sumed1 consideration of urgent defic-
iency bill, discussing feature abolish-
ing commerce court.
Currency bill under discussion in
committee. V '
House:. Not in session; meets on
WEDDING IN NAVAL CIRCL
Washington, Oct. 4 Th
St. Thomas church wt
.scene of a. brilliant naval wM!
noon today, when Miss Ka1''
iiinii it'tono ( u t .1
mander C. Ji stopn r si v
tirol, and " . n 1
bi C of 1 f , 1
0 . 1 n (
' ' w f 11
a I n ( ,
' nil -- .
man, a Detroit, Mich man, by Juarez
bunco men, American Consul T. D.
FLTJOD CONDITIONS BETTER
Houston, Tex., Oct. 4. Rain, fell
agu'n during the night throughout the
Texas coast section, checking the fall
of many streams. In the southeast
portion of Texas conditions continued
to improve in spite pf the additional
rain, but the situation Is again seri-iou-s
in the western section.
PREACHER WILL RECOVER
Chicago, Oct. 4. The Rev, Briscoe
Hall, who was reported fatally in-
jured by a blow of a man frenzied
with drink last night, will recover,
it was stated today, when examina-
tion showed that his sku'J v. as not
fractured.
MANN VISITS DENVER
Denver, Colo.,' Oct. 4. Tom Mann,
the English labor leader, arrived in
Denver today on his tour of the Uni-
ted States. He will deliver an ad-
dress tonight. He denied positively
that his visit had any connection with
the Colorado miners' strike.
Edward today asked that Juare2 po
a dirtded vote, the one majority
having been secured by a change of
opinion on the part of one judge be-
tween the two hearings of the case.
"The nullification or the income tax
portion of the Wilson law reduced
the govermment's income . until it
lice make war on the bunco men.
The request was immediately granted
and a roundup of questionable Ameri- -Tuesday.
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inetU takes the following sensible
position:aijc.gaUo.CDvtic
ESTABLISHED 1879.
V BUSTER IS COMING K&'iftPULP I T FADS ANDAND - 4TC FASHIONSChoir LoftPublished By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.)
"Mrs. Pankhurst will be treated by
the) (immigration, oofieiajs at New
York, if she should arrive there, iu
exactly the same manner as other
aliens applying for admission. In
other words, she will be examined,
and if found admissible will be land-
ed, and if found excludable will be
rejected."
This attitude is conservative to a
degree. If the question were left to
Xew York, Oct. 4. Net and laceCHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian Raoeyrolle, waists are, apparently, to take the
place of colored chiffon waists for
use with coat suits this winter. And
nape of the neck in the back. At
right angles to this band fasten an-
other, going under the chin and
straight up across the head. It can be
fastened together over one ear with
pastor.M. M. PADGETT ...EDITOR
Fist mass at 6:30 a, m; second mass
these net and lace waists, fashionat 10 a. m. Sunday school Id English
and Spanish at 3 P m, in Spanish at decrees, are to be white. Some ofa jewelled ornament.the average
American and to the
more level headed leaders of the
equal suffrage movement in this
them are much like the lace waists'"Ho' 3:30 p. m. Rosary sa benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. of the spring. Diagonal bands ofeountrv. Mrs. Pankhurst would in light pink and blue ribbon are used
let is used In all the ways that
the imagination of the dressmakers
and designers can devise. One gown
of blue brocaded velvet in a deep,
rich shade, with a tunic of shade blue
Entered t the pos:ofiiee at Last m. ,all probability be refused' a landing
without going through any but the Sunday school for English speak
l'nder the lace; the is the
most usual one, and this is outlined
with tulle or net frills. There areing
and Spanish speaking childrenmost perfunctory scrutiny. But the
commissioner of immigration does chiffon,
is outlined about the neck
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m. some new touches, too. One is the
not pre judge the case, or, rather, an
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
use of plush with lace and tulle and
net of the sheerest sort. The plush
is applied in the form of vests andROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
nounce the decision without at least
the pretense of such nn Investigation
as is accorded to all applicants for First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun collars and cuffs, and the contrast
day excepted. Second mass 8.30;temporary admission to the country,
With the policy of placing Mrs
between the heavy and the thin ma-
terial is interesting. White plush
spotted with black, in irregular, leo
sermon in EngliBh, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
with a string of big jet beads, as big
in diameter as a cent. This string
is calught between every third or
fourth bead to the chiffon. A double
string of the beads hangs from each
shoulder loosely over the arms, two
strands in front and two behind each
arm.
Jet also forms a fitting trimming
for velvet. It is heavy enough to up-
hold its own character even in the
presence of anything so heavy and
'imposing as velvet. Moreover, it
pulls the velvet down, and so it
Las Vsas, New Mexico, for traus-missio- n
through the UUted States
mails is tecond class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Per Copy 05
One Week JB
One Month
One Year 7.50
Daily, by Mall
One Tear 6.00
Bix Months 3.0P
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year 2.00
6lx Months 0
Pankhurst on an equal footing with
all other applicants no lault can be of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
Of Style Quality and Comfort
FOR MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
FOR. MEN
we have the popular "Douglas" and "Crost.ett" makes in
these two lines we can meet the requirements of all, no matter
what your personal ideas may be every desirable shape, all
leathers, all sizes and widths. They also possess the best
style and the greatest possible value for your money.
S3.SO to SB.OO
FOR. WOMEN
The "Ultra", "Rosenwald's Special" and the "Hanan"
shoes constitutes our line of women's footwear, giving us the
largest and best variety of stylish shoes for women in the city.
In all of these lines you will find style and comfort combined
to a maximum degree and a quality unequaled in any other
line. All sizes, widths and leathers.
$2.50 to 07. OO
BUSTER. BROWN SHOES
FOR. BOYS AND GIR.LS
are all that could be desired. The best of style, greatest com-
fort and unequaled wearing qualities.
65c to 3.50
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED TO WEAR SATISFACTORILY
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
found. It is certain, however, that
If any man should apply for admis-
sion who had been found guilty of
arson, attempted murder, the de-
struction of valuable private and
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra
ment At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass very fourth
pard-lik- e spots, is especially effective.
Some of the white lace waists are
finished at the neck with three or
four tiny pink and blue chiffon roses,
which give a dainty and distinctive
touch. Another new touch to these
thin blouses is the buttonholed net
collar. The collar is cut out and but-
tonholed without scallops straight
along the edge, ln rather coarse col-
ored silk and big stitches.
Reversible satin ribbon, of rich and
public property and the other insen Sunday by the pastor.
sate excesses which the suffragettes
of England have practiced, the de CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
cision to exclude him would be hanl Regular services every Sunday mom
may be satisfactorily used in the
form of fringe on velvet sash ends.
No more striking gown could be made
than one of black velvet, trimmed
with glimmering, cut je fringe and
corsage ornaments.
Woolen ratine and velvet are com-
bined in children's coats in different
ed dowB before his ship sighted Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. ball.Sah8y Hook and passed under the
shadow of the state of liberty heavy quality, shows two distinctSome allowance probably will be
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip-
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or-
der. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
colors, one on one side, one on the
made on Che score of sex, though this other. Black is faced with rose, blue,
gold-yello- and green; gray andgallantry will be misplaced. Com'
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof. pastor.
Communion and preaching 11 a.
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.
Evening services 8 p. m.
missioner Caminetti might have, gone
ways. One coat of rich brown velvet,
shows a belt and collars and cuffs of
black ratine. White ratine is used
now for little boys' Russian blouse
suits. There? is a great deal of warmth
much farther than he did in his ten
perate and Judicial reply to the Amer-
ican sympathizers with, the foreign
brown are also combined with these
brighter shades, and blue and rose,
green and violet, and many other in-
teresting combinations are found.
Sash ribbons are ever changing and
even more interesting. One of the
in this material and ratine suits can
militant witnout violating any of the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR i'VesLefldit5torobe used until heavy frost. Of course,they can be" worn in the house allproperties of the Situation and with-
out otfending any public sentiment in
this country which deserves to be
winter. They have a big advantage
over linen suits, as they do not show 6omfostered. wrinkles and creases as linen does.Advertisers are guaranteed the.argest dully and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northern, New
Mexico.
o
FIRST4 M. E. CHUKCH Cor ' --
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. bl.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor-
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep-wor-th
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial invitation Is extended to
all who have no other place of wor-
ship to attend divine ervices at tills
church.
Inexpensive bead necklaces are Established 1862much worn to complete the colorTRIBUTE TO CASTLEMAN
Lousville, K, .Oct. 4. Regardless scheme of a costume.
latest is a wide, soft, loosely woven
ribbon of gray, tan, brown, black or
other background. There is metallic
lustre to each of these colors. The
ribbon is run with woolen threads,
which form crosswise stripes, about
three inches apart. One especially
good combination showed yellow,
blue and green stripes on a brown
ground. The shades were all a little
unusual and harmonized well.
of the fact that he was once exiled
TELEPHONES from the United States "never to re-
turn", a masterpiece In marble wasBusiness Office Main 2
New Department Main 9 unveiled here today as a tribute to
General John B. Castleman. Friends
Rhinestones and other handsome
jeweled effects are seen in the latest
importations of buttons.
Even for autumn wear women now-
adays are wearing white net waists
with frills down the front.
Some of the new separate skirts
shown in the shops are made of a
jacquard wool, and prettily draped.
Almost without exception the new
of the daring confederate leader con
SAT I RDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1913.
THROW OUT THE LINE
Give Them Help and Many East Las
Vegas People Will Be Happier
"Throw Out the Life Line"
Weak kidneys need help.
They're often overworked they
don't get the poison filtered out of
the blood.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
tributed the $15,000 paid for the life-size- d
eouestrian statue and have
Scarfs are used a great deal at
present aiid will, continue to be worn
all winter. A whole book might be
written on that subject. Net scarfsAXOTIIEIS POLICE CAPTAIN
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
If you want to contribute directlyto the occurrence of capillary bron-
chitis and pneumonia use cough medi-
cines- that contain codine, morphine,,heroin and other sedatives when youhave a cough or cold. An expectorantlike Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
what is needed. That cleans out the
culture beds or breeding places forthe germs of penumonia and other
germ diseases. That is why penumo-
nia never results from a cold whenChamberlain's Cough Remedy is used.
H has a world wide reputation for its
cures. It contains no morphine or
other sedative. For sale by all deal-
ers. Adv. f'
hurried its placing in Cherokee Park
that General Castleman might see it.
As a member of Morgans gand of
are more durable thau those of chifGOESWKOSG
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
las avenue and Tenth street Morn-
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clocS
Bible study and Sunda- school ses-
sion at 9:45 m. Society of Chris-
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
The church extends a most hearty
invitation to all people. Strangers
and sojourners in the city especially
welcomed.
bats are small, with close-fittin- gfon, and now that the fashion for net
i cavalrymen Castleman led the party crowns and brims, that hug the headmakes them desirable, the shops shoOne of the police captains of New
of i Feathers and ribbons lead among thethem in abundance. One sort,
;S trimmings.pink green, blue or white net,
benefit to thousands of kidney suf-
ferers.
East Las Vegas testimony provesFLORENCE PAIRRANKS.
their worth. j
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave., j
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "About
that carried the fire and sword of
the confederacy to the most northern
point reached in the civil war. He
was captured later and i.nprisoned in
Indianapolis, vhe"C an Tder from
President Lincoln save! b'm from
At tbe close of tne wh he
was banished from the country. A
y,ar later he was pardo..pd. In th--
war with Spain he served as colonel
of the First Kentucky volunteers and
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Yori city is about to be impeached.
Nothing unusual about this, of course,
for New York. But a little amplifi-
cation makes this case almost ex-
traordinary, for this police captain
is to be Impeached for the crimes of
eating too much ice cream, of attend-
ing the movies when supposed to be
on duty, of talking to the girls and
of being addicted to croalnole.
As miht ha guessed, this New
Tort police captain, la not a "regu-
lar." He is a member of the park
commiiflct t's boy police, and his
Twentieth Sunday after Trinity,
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
Cal., will answer any inquir-
ies about Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound. He says further "Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough, after I used other rem-
edies that failed. It is more like a
food than a medieine." Do not ac-
cept a substitute. O. G: Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
was tendered a commission as brig
October 5, 1913.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday scool, 9:43.
Holy Communion and short sermon
11:00.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
adier general in the United States
RALLY FOR IRISH HOME RULE
New York, Oct. 4. The opening
gun of what is hoped to be the final
campaign of the Irish in America in
behalf of the Irish parliamentary-part-
will be fired in Carnegie hall
tomorrow night, when representa-
tives of all the Irish societies of
Greater New York will unite in a
monster demonstration. Congress-
man Graham of Illinois and John
Purry Mitchell, collector of the port,
will be among the speakers. The
rally here will be followed by similar
demonstrations during the autumn
and winter in all the leading cities
of the United States.
four years ago I was suffering a great
deal. My back ached terribly and was
so lame that it was hard for me to
bend over to do any work that
brought a strain on my loins. My
kidneys didn't act right and my
whole system was affected. Others
in our home had been greatly bene-
fited by Doan's Kidney Pills and 1
began using them. They gave me re-
lief right away. I was soon cured
and I have never had any trouble
from my back or kidneys since. I
place great faitlr In Doan's Kidney
Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., IBiiffalo,
Processional hymn, 400, "Blessed
Citv. Heavenlv Salem," Tantum Er
ST. LOUIS GERMANS CELEBRATE
' St. Louis, Oct. 4. The best part
of war, the memory of its triumphs,
was the cause of abounding enthus-
iasm among the Germans of St.
go.
Kyrie Eleison, Ancient Chant.
Gloria Tibi, (Paxton.) Louis and vicinity today. FollowingHymn 219. "Here O My Lord, see a year of preparation tney lnaugor
accusers a; e boys who have decided i
the? war.t a new captain. They inti- - OFF FOR SOUTH AMERICA
mate that since voun? Moses Rotker York, Oct.
4.-- Many friends
was made captain he has changed the red at 'ie dock of the Lamport
greatly. Formerly he hardly spoke Holt line today to say goodbye
to Colonel Roosevelt, who sailed onice only fre--:to the girl?, ate cream
int'je steamship Vandyck for Rio Ja-fh- equently, took no special interest
neiro, where he is to begin his tourwhitmovies and cared not a tor
iof South An,erica- - Mrs- Rooseveltcrokinole ' ind Kermit Rosevelt accompaniedCaptain Rotker. who is 14 years
old, confessed his guilt when con-"'- e former president. Other members
the included a secretary and"Habits growf partyfronted by the cnarsres.
on a man," he admitted, sadly, in the.'vtra' scientists.'Roosevelt's trip is under-suffere- dlose of one who has experienced and j 'o!or.e1 the invitation the Arsren- -taken at ofmuch. "I confess I used to
Thee Face to Face," (Dearie.)
Sermon.
Anthem, "O bow Amiable,," (C
Simper.) Miss Lucy Myers, soloist. j New York, sole agents for the United
: States.Hvmn 6"2, "Blest be the tie That
ated a gigantic festival in celebra-
tion of the centennial anniversary of
the German war of liberation. Among
the guests is Count von Bernstorff,
the German ambassador at Washing-
ton A large part of the city is elab-
orately decorated for the occasion.
The festivities will continue an en-
tire week.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBIXE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the. system and re-
stores a fine feeling of health and en-
ergy- Price SOc. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
Binds," (L. Mason.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant 1S9
(Anon.)
Sursum Corda, (J. Catnidge.) Subscribe for The Opticeat ice cream in moderation. Now I una use" a"u ulue """"'i Eucharistic Hymn 225. "Bread of
can't keep away from it. It's, the " a"'MiI UB"e'""' """(the World," (J. S. B. Hodges.)Ja"eir on October 21
samo with girls. I used to be ableS he; Goria ln Exegis QU chant
, , wni deliver a lecture in t ie Brazilianto say Tiullo to em and let it go at, ..... ( Recessional Hymn ola Saviour.
Now I've Just got to stop ana u, uu ,Blegsed Savlolir (Coward.)that. CAPITAL PAID IN
pn- -
heavily dotted wiih silver beads in
a wide border at each end and a nar-
row connecting border along the.
sides. The ends are edged with a
deep fringe of beads. The beads give
to the net just the necessary amount
of weight to produce gracefulness.
Shoulder scarfs are even more ela-
borate and beautiful than they were
last winter. One of unusual beauty
shows black and white combined. It
Is made on a foundation of white chif-
fon. It is shaped to a deep round
point at the back, and has long
rounded tabs in front. Over the
white coiffon foundation is stretched
a filmy covering of black satin-stripe- d
chiffon, banded with insertions of
black lace. The edge of the scarf Is
finished with a double niching of the
white chiffon, and long and heavy
white silk tassels and the tabs in
front.
Among the novelties in the shops
are embroidered collars from Paris.
They are made on silk and show Chi
nese embroidery done in Chinese col-
ors. Some of them, showing golden
dragons on rich blue backgrounds or
fiery red flowers on green, are gor-
geous' to a degree.
Appropriate to wear with the new
white satin or crepe de Ohine or chif-
fon evening frocks which are equip-
ped with a wired tunic of white lace,
edged with fur, are the lace scarfs,
also edged with fur. They are ex-
ceedingly attractive, for the contrast
between fur and lace is always inter-
esting.
Sash ribbons show more and more
variety. There are now solid velvet
sash ribbons, about ten inches wide,
with sleek surface, plaided in many
colors. The lines formln the plaid
do not run at right angles, but diagon-
ally to the edge of the ribbon. On a
recently imported gown of brown
woolen material there Is a sash of
brown moire ribbon, worked with che-
nille, in red, green, and yellow, in
irregular bands about an inch wide
and three or four inches apart.
Chiffon is combined with Chantilly
lace in an attractive manner. One
design, in lace of different widths,
shows orchids in the pattern of the
lace. Some of these are left as they
are, but over others orchids or puffs
of chiffon, in different . shades of
mauve and yellow, are applied in the
exact outline of the lace orchids.
There is a Dew way of using rare
old lace, if of the right shape and
size. Fasten a band around the head
well down over the hair and brows
SURPLUS
t50.000.00
M an i.aier ne win .
. This church is open daily forlecture in other cities of Brazil, Ar-- I
, . . .. i vate prayer and meditation. $100,000.00
ad i a few words. And I'll admit that
crokinole Is my vice. I'd rather play
crokinole than eat."
f v,n tcrA nf this miserable con- -
r ftgj- .- -
of his lecture engagements Colonel
m - . m m h .. .v. .". '.. w a x ... ...... .... v.SHILOH BOPTIST CHURCH
Corner Columbia and Railroad avehead a scientific ex. .
'
41, ia unniinsr Roosevelt will11 ayiJeuio pedition on behalf of the American
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m, and 8 p. m., by
Museum of Natural history into the
tropical interior of the continent. IJ. M. Cunningham, President
Prank 8pringer.
t) T Hosklns, Cashitr
K S Lewis. Ass't Cash
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a.
m.; B. Y. P V., 3 p m. All are wel-
come to attend these services.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner LAS
Interest " Pa.id
V EC O A S
On Time Deposits
else to do but depose Captain Rotker.
His friends and acquaintances doubt-
less tsHI hate it His father will he
saddened and likely his mother will
weep copiously when her son's ignom-
iny Is proved to her, Sad, sad ending
to his br;Pt reign of power. Yet such
is I ff. .'o rolls the world away. And,
nyway. Captain iRotker is young.
This does not necessarily mean that
his life is totally Wighted. In other
scenes and In later years he may
learn to forpet nfHl forgive; may yet
heconsc iseful and honored citizen.
Provide!. f course, that he reads
of Main and Sixth streets. Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor.
IN MEMORY OF DICK STOCKTON
Princeton, N. J., Oct. 4. A memor-
ial in honor of Richard Stockton, one
of the New Jersey signers of the
Declaration of Independence, was
dedicated at his grave in Stony
Brook cemetery today. The memor-
ial was erected by the New Jersey
Society Sons of the American Revo-
lution. President Hibben of the
Princeton university delivered the
at
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship with sermon
11 a. m.
B. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
Evening worship with sermon
7:30 p. m.
The church extends a cordial
tation to the public.
at
dedication
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK - - S3O.000 00
Office With (he San Miguel National Bank
Heht t !. lessen in this terrible address and Richard
great in-
-
thing S3t has overtaken him and j Stockton,
henceforth forsets there are in me,"1 l"c
world such fiflnsrs as Ice cream, crok Home-Keepin- q Women Need HealthVERDI FETES NEAfiING CLOSEinole an3 girls. and Strength
The work of a home-keepin- g wornMilan, Oct. 4. The fetes
the centenary of the birth of an makes a constant call in her
MIIS. PAXKIIUIIST'S STATUS strength and vitality, and sickness
comes through her kidneys and blad
Wm. Q. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
der oftener than she knows. Foley
Kidney Pills will Invigorate and re-
store her, and weak back, nervous
the great Italian composer Guiseppi
Verdi, which began September 23,
are now drawing to a brilliant cli-
max. Today a mammoth concert of
the choral societies of Italy was given
here. The celebration will culminate
one woek hence in a gTeat pilgrimage
to the tomb of Verdi.
Commissioner of Immigration Cam-IiH't-
is said to have aroused the ire
of ono branch of the American
by his reply to their demand
that Mrs. pan'nurst be adml'tod to
this country, hi his reply Mr. Ciun-- -
INTER.ES T PAID ONDEPOSITS
ness, aching Joints and irregular blad-
der action will all disappear When
Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv. in the front and somewhat above the
LAB VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1913
bles 2, Barry's fumble 1, Murphy'sTHESE TV0WORLD'S SERIES The Joy OfSEVERAL ENTRIESmuff 1.First base on errors GAMBOA DIKE TlPhiladelphia
Coining IMierhcsd YOU CANT EAT
APPETITE POORFOR 500-MIL- E A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
Aid and Kelievei the Tension.
TO BE PLAYED
BY VETERANS
BE BLOWN UP
NEXT WEEK
Mother's Friend, a famous external rem-
edy, 1 the only one known that Is able to
reach ull the different parts involved. ItRACE
7, New York 8.
"Double plays: Doyle and Fletcher,
IiatTer and Collins, Meyers and: Doyle,
Lapp and Collins.
Hits: Off Bender, 16 in 26 innings;
off Plank, 6 in 9 2-- 3 innings; off
Coombs, 1 in 20 innings; off Math-
ewson, 25 1n 27 innings; off Mar-
quard 9 in 11 3 innings; off Ames,
6 in 6 innings; off Wiltse, 8 in 31-- 3
innings; off Crandall, 2 in 4 innings.
YOUNG WOMEN
Tell How They Suffered and
How Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Restored Their Health
and Stopped all Pains.
Zanesville, Ohio. "I would have
cramping spcllii, distressed feeling in
OWNERS AND MANUFACTURERS PACIFIC AND ATLANTIC OCEANS
MEN WHO FACED EACH OTHER
IN 1911 AGAIN WILL BAT-
TLE IN 1913
Multitudes of people lose their
appetite. Simply don't care for any-
thing to eat. The dinner bell has no
interest to them. They loathe theirbreakfast. Th.-- may nibble a little
of this and a little of that, but theydo not care for It.
Lunch has lost ull of its charms,
although they try to eat something.Dinner about the game.
There is something: positively
wrong, of course, but no disease that
can be named. Just out of sorts.
That is all.
It is in this kind of a condition
ARE GETTING READY FOR
DECORATION DAY ,'
WILL BE UNITED BY PAN-
AMA CANALStruck out: By Bender 20, by Plankthe lower riart of my
back, headaches and
felt weak and was
8, Dy coombs 16, by Mathewson 13, Indianapolis, Iiid., Oct. 4. That the
by Marquard 8, by Ames 6, by Witse 500-mil- e Motor Speedway classic is Washington, 0t. 4. Arrangementsis a penetrating application after the for-mula of a noted family doctor, and lubrl- - are practically . completed for thevery irregular. Af-
ter taking five bot
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue r teudou
affected. It goes directly to the strained blowing up next week of Gamboa dike,
y tranaail 2. the one and only race of the year hasBases on balls: Off Bender 8, off been, proven beyond a doubt by theCoombs 6. off Mathewson 2. off Mar- - i fact that portions and gently
but surely relieves alltles of Lydia E tendency to soreness or strain. which will mean the flooding of Cule-br- aCut and the practical completionPinkham's Vegeta-ble Compound with
By Its dally use there will be no pain, no
distress, no nausea, no danger ol laceration. of the water connection between theor other accident, and the period will be oneLiver P1II3 for con Atlantic at the Pacific oceans. Gam- -ol supreme comfort and Joyful anticipation,if stipation, I felt well To all young women Mother's Friend Is
New York, Oct. 4 Veterans of the
memorable struggle of the Gians and
Athletics for the world's champion-
ship in 1911 which the Athletics
won by four games to two will
form the backbone of the two teams
when they face each other again in
the 1913 world's series on the after-
noon of October 7.
Of the 14 Athletics who went on
the diamond in the .world's series
gamesoT 1911, IS are the list of
the 25 which Connie Mack has pre-
pared as eligible for the forthcom-
ing games. Lord is the only man
who played in 1911 who will not play
boa dike is a great artificial embankand strong and have ment at the northern end of the fa
quard.l, off Ames 1. ;
Hit by pitchers: By Bender (Snod-gres- s
2), by Plant 1 (Snodgrass), by
Coombs 1 (Merkle.)
Wild pitches: Majnuard 2, Crandall
1, Bender 1.
Passed ball: Meyers.
Umpires: Klem and Brennan, Na-
tional league; Connolly and Dinneen,
no moro female
troubles. I hope
already are entering cars for the
fourth annual 500-mil- e International
Sweepstakes Race which will be held
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
May 30. The Stutz company of In-
dianapolis, always among the first to
support the event, has entered two
cars, which, from their showing in
recent road races, can not help but
be considered real contenders. Harry
one of the greatest of all helpful influences,
lor It robs childbirth of all its agonies and
dangers, dispels all the doubt and dread,
all sense of fear, and thus enables the mind
and body to await the greatest event In a
woman's life with untrammeled gladness.
Mother's Friend Is a most ' cherished
that Peruna acts very beneficially.
After using Peruna, interest in food
Is revived. Beginning with a
of Peruna before each meal
will generally quickly improve the
appetite and help the digestion.
Thousands of people can testify to
this. Liberated from a slavery that ia
almost unbearable. The slavery of
havlnfr no interest in life. All used
up. Yet one does not know exactly
why. Take Peruna before each meal.
Skies will get blue again. Fields willlook green onoe more and life will
be pleasant. You will feel that you
are good for something and the worldis a good place to live in. Peruna
will do it. Not as an artificial stim
mous Culebra Cut. It was erected to
prevent the waters of the Chagres riv-
er and of Gatun lake, created arti
every suffering woman will give your
medicine a trial. I give you permission
to publish what your remedies have ficially by impounding the waters of
the Chagres river, from flowing into
remedy In thousands of homes, and is of
such peculiar merit and value ns to make It
essentially one to be recommended by all
Women.American league.
done tor me." Mrs. ROY SIMMS, R,
No. 6, Box 34, Zanesville, Ohio.
What Ten Dollars Did. Total official attendance, 179,851. Thompson of Battle Creek, Mich., the
tho Culebra Cut while the excavating
work was going on there. This dike
is nearly 1,000 feet long, 48.2 feet
Total receipts, $342,304.50.Danville, Va. " I have only spent ten
on the Philadelphia team this year.
Twelve of the 15 playertt who fought
for New York in 1911 will fight for
You will find it on sale at ell drucc stores
at $1.00 a bottle, or the drtiggiRt will gladlyEet it for you if you insist upon it. Moth-
er's Friend is prepared only bv the Hrad-flel- d
Regulator Co., K',7 r.auutr Did.,-.- , At-
lanta, Gu who will send yon bv' mail,
sealed, a very Instructive bonk ta expectant
mothers. Writo ioc It
dollars on your medicine and I feel so Average time of game, 2 hours
minutes. high, 183 feet wide at the base and ulant. Simply a tonic that stimulatesmuch better than I
did when the doctorit again In 1913. The absenteees are
5 feet wide at the top.
Gatun Lake, the waters of which
appetite in a natural way.
Those who object to liquid medi-
cines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.Ames and Travers, traded to Cincfe was treating me.
L4XAIIVE Ffll! OLDnati, and Becker released. The
world's series of 1913 will therefore
don't suffer any
bearing down paina
at all now and I sleep
will be released by the dynamiting of
the Gamboa Dike, came Into exist-
ence on April 25, 1910, when the
western diversinon dam at Gatun wasPfOPLE-"tASC4KET- S"well. 1 cannot say
losed and the flow from the Chagenough
for Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta
j sportsman who entered the Anel,
which Billy Llesaw drove last year,
has come to the front with an entry,
He says the car will be called the
Anel Special, but will be entirely dif-
ferent from the car which raced last
year. ,
Mr. Thompson was an interested
spectator at the recent Elgin races
and sat in the press stand watching
the cars. At his side was Charles iW.
SedwTck, Speedway manager. During
a conversation witn Mr. Sedwlck,
Thompson remarked that he viewed
the Indianapolis race as the greatest
in the world and promised the first
entry. He was more than anxious
that his car be the firs entered and
asked that if such was the case that
res and Trinidad rivers was forcedble Compound and SALTS, CALOMEL, PILLS, ACT ON through the artificially constructed
spillway channel. .Since then the
Liver Pills as theyhave done so much
for me. I am eninv- -
BOWELS LIKE PEPPER
ACT3 ON NOSTRILS
will be driven by Earl Cooper, the
driver who has set the west on fire
with his cleverness iu the various
road races. Between Cooper and An-
derson the Stutz cars have captured
seven out of eleven of the season's
races. Two of these events were for
small cars and the Stutz was not eli-
gible. In the other events the big
white cars have breezed home in the
lead in all but two. In one of the
latter events the Stutz entry was a
private one unknown to the factory
waters in the lake have risen gradu
Get a box now.
Most old people must give to the
tnggood health now and owe :.; all to
your remedies. I take pleasure in tell-
ing my friends and neighbors aboutthem. "-- Mrs. Mattie Haley, 601
Street, Danville, Va. bowels some regular help, else they
fe In a large measure a contest be-
tween the same men who engaged1
in the series of 1911.
What these men did in 1911, their
performances in the six games of
that season are of unusual signifi-
cance and bearing on the present
contest.
The first game of the series of
1911 was played October 14 on the
Polo grounds, the scene of this
year's first encounter, before a crowd
the like of which had never heen
seen at a baseball game before.
There were 38,281 paid spectators.
The day was brilliant with the tinge
of autumn in the air. when the
New York players trotted out on the
field in their hlack uniforms with a
touch of white here and there they
were greeted with a cheer of welcome
such as had never arisen in a ball'
suffer from constipation. The condi-
tion is perfectly natural. It is just
as natural as it is for old people to
and driven by an amateur pilot. The
record for the season gives the Stutz
ning Baker scored the winning run.
With Philadelphia twice winner out walk slowly. For age is never so
of three games the series were in active as youtn. Tne muscles are
terrupted by continuous rainfall for
es will be put to work to dredge tb.e
channel and to remove the enormous
mass of material that will naturally
be swept into the cut by the inrush-in- g
waters of the lake and any mas-
ses of rock and soil that may slide
into the cut, having been shaken
loose by the shock of the explosion.
Although the flooding of the Cule-
bra cut will be an event of great Im-
portance, highly significant in its
bearing up on the final achievement of
the canal, as it will moan the supply-
ing of tho last link connecting thr
Atlantic with the Pacific ocean, the
blowing up of Gamboa dike will not
be made the occasion of any exten-
sive official celebration. There w:ll
be no elaborate exercises and the
program for the occasion la extreme-
ly simple and matter-of-fac- t.
Colonel Goethals, the guiding geni-
us of the canal, clad in the whito
soldier's uniform which has made him
a conspicuous figure during tho work
on the canal, will occupy a position
just beyond the mud of thy Gatun
dam. With him will be a little staff
of officers and a small number
all men who are actively en-
gaged in the work on the gre.u w a-
terway. Wlien the explosion cuans,
after everything is in readiuess and
less elastic.
,
Ami the bowels are
muscles.
ally, and last fall the rising of the
lake caused the waters of the Chag-
res river to back up against the
great dike at Gamboa, which protect-
ed Culebra Cut. The flow and the
rising continued and for several
months the water backed up against
the Gamboa Dike has been higher
than the bottom of the finished por-
tion of Culebra Cut.
Since the morning of June 27 last
the gate of the sluices through the
ogee of the Gatun spillway has been
closed. At that time the surface of
the water in Gatun Lake was 48.3
feet above sea level, having been
maintained at that level since January
1, 1913, when
,
the sluice gates were
opened. The spillway has been com-
pleted and the sluice gates will not
opened again before the final
completion of the canal. This means
So' all old people need1 Cascarets.
a week. On October 24 the fourth
,g?ime was played at (Philadelphia.
Mathewson pitched again for the
Giants, Bender for the Athletics. The
One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle" aid to weak bowels. The
bowels must be kept active. This is
the title of the champion road race
car and makes it a real contender
and one which will be feared in the
coming event. With two such pilots
under the guidance or Harry Stutz,
known as one of the best race team
managers In the country, the cars
with any sort of luck, should be in
at the finish.
Thompson says his car will
.,be a
contender this year and is planning
the construction of the speed monster
with extreme care. Nothing will be
Athletics won 4 to 2 and needed but
one more game to clinch the title
he be given No. 1. His car has been
entered and will bear that number.
He asserted at the time of the conver-
sation, that No. 1, although thought
to be the bearer of bad luck by many
drivers and owners, had no terrors
for hini" and that h would consider
it an honor for his car to bear the
figure over which the "jinx" is said
to hover.
Harry Stutz, of the local concern,
which has made such a remarkable
showing in racing history, was right
on the heels of Thompson with his
entries for two cars. With a car
which has made racing history and
which, hut for an unavoiiable acci-
dent, would have carried off honors
park before. The Athletics clad in j 0f the world's champions. important at all ages, but never sothe customary grayish-re- d travelin much as at fifty.
unirornrs were welcomed almost as Age is not a time tor harsh physics.warmly. Youth may occasionally whip theOn a diamond sleeked and groomed bowels into activity. But a lashto perfection, the two teams played can't be used every day. What the
left undone to make the creation the
best that can be built and as speedya 2 to 1 game, New York scoring
the winning run In the seventh in
bowels of the old need is a gentle as the best. Not only does Thompsonand natural tonic. One that can be
that the lake Is on its final rise to
the operating level. Under conditions
of normal runoff of the Chagres andconstantly used without harm. The
believe in having the right kind of a
car, but he is going after the best of
Marquard and Coombs were the op-
posing pitchers in the fifth game,
played in New York the following
day. The attendance fell off nearly
5,000, reflecting the sentiment that
the Giants were doomed1 to defeat,
but contrary to the wiseacres, New
York won a battle by 4 to
3.
The sixth and last game was play-
ed at Philadelphia, October 26. Phil-
adelphia took the snap out of the
Giants' vigorous opening and won by
the lopsided score of 13 to 2. Ames,
Wiltse, Marquard and Crandall fought
in vain to break up the Athletics'
ning when Meyers clouted the ball
to left field for two hases and scored
on Devore's .viathewson only such tonlo is. Cascarets, and
second to Goux in his Pugeot last
year,1 Stutz Is a national figure where-eve- r
raTcing Is known. He is one of
the men who is thown ns a. trim
drivers. other streams which are pouring theirflow into Gatun Lake, where thethey cost only 10 cents per box at
any drug store. They work while
and Bender were the opposing pitch- - Just who will be at the wheel of
the car has not been determined, but
water is held confined, it Is believed
that Gatun Lake will reach Its finalyou sleep. Adv.
level of 85 feet above the level of
the Michigan man is after the winner
of the 1912 race, Joe Dawson. The
local b67drove the Deltal into sec
Chronic Dyspepsia
the signal given, there will be a tre-
mendous upheaval, followed by a
mighty rush of waters from Gatun
lake, carrying enormous masses of
rocks, soil, trees and other tropical
vegetation Into Culebra Cut. That
will bo all and on the following day
the work of removing this mass and
clearing the channel of the cut will be
taken up by a number of dredges
the sea about December l of this
year. If the calculations of the engiThe following unsolicited testimonial should certainly be sufficient to
give hope and courage to persons af
ond place in the first day's evefit at
Elgin this year and' was still run
sportsman and is just as good a loser
as he is a winner.
The Stutz concern had three cars
in the race last year. Don Herr, --rho
drove No. 8, went out early with
clutch trouble, but the other two- - cars
were contenders throughout the race.
Charley Merz was a driver who finish-e- d
in the money and provided the big
feature of the event driving the last
batting bee. Before Bender's curves
The second game was played at
Philadelphia, October 16. Marquard
tok the slab for the Olants, Plank
for the Athletics. Crandall succeed-
ed JTarnuard In the eighth inning
after .Tohn Franklin Baker had lifted
one of Marquard's curves in the
seventh over the right field fence
for a home run, breaking the tie.
Plank was easily the master of the
New York batters and the game was
Philadelphia's 3 to 1.
neers have been correct, the diversion
of the waters, of the Gatun Lake into
Culebra Cut next week should give a
21 foot channel through the cut. The
town of Gorgona would be covered
the Giants were practically power ning
In a Marmon in the big Elgin
National when the race was called.less,
flicted writh chronic dyspepsia. "I
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
years, and of all the medicine I have
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have
done me more good than anything
else," says , W. G. Mattison, No. 7
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
His Speedway victory in the National
in 1912 IolTg will be remembered, forHere are
some interesting statis
which have been hel ia readiness
for some time.with water and wiped off the map.tics taken from the composite scores he holds the track record, which the
pick of foreign and American cars
The top of the dike at Gamboa isof the six games
78.2 feet above sea level, but, even ifRuns batted in: Philadelphia, by
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,hands 'or feet requires a powerful
remedy that will penertate the flesk.the dike should not be blown up, theBaker 5, Davis 4, Oldring 3, MurphyPhiladelphia won the third game
lap with his car ablaze. And that
was not all the Stutz contingent pro-
vided. The one bit of hSrd luck equal-
ing that of DePalma in the 1912 race
was a Stutz offering. Gil Anderson,
picked as the logical driver for one
of the entries next May, was the re
water In the lake, would not reach2, Barry 1, Collins 1, Lord 1, Thomas BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT poe- -also, played in NeW'York the follow- -
sesses mat power. Kubbed in wher&iuai neignt ror some tome. The wa1. New York: By Doyle 2, Devore
AMERICA METHOD USED
New York, Oct. 4. The work ol
installing American methods of
weather forecast in the Argentine Re-
public will be completed by H. Helm
2, Meyers 2, Crandall 1, Merkle 1 ters now impounded in Gatun Lake
represent the draining of a basin
failed to lower last May. If Dawson
finds it impossible to drive it is said
that "Wild Bill" Endicott will have
the next call. Bill la one of the older
racing drivers and1 has competed in
most of the local events He probably
has done more racing than many of
his fellow pilots, for ne drives
throughout the year, on dirt tracks,
speedways and beaches.
the pain is felt is all that is necessari
to relieve suffering and restore nor-
mal conditions. Price 25c, 50c ancT,
S1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra!
Drug; Co. Adv.
Runs scored on fielding and bat cipient of the blow of fate. In the comprising 1,320 square miles. When
lng day. by a score of 3 to 2. This
duel of pitchers --Mathewson and
Coombs lasted 11 Innings. Philadel-
phia came from behind in fhe ninth
with the second home run of the
eeries batted out by Baker. The run
tied the score. In the eleventh in
Clayton, the well known meterologltery errlrs: Philadelphia, Marquard's
wild pitches 2, Murray's wild throws
the surface of the water in the lakocal authority of Massachusetts, who
second place, with only a few laps to
go, and with $10,000 almost in his
grasp, a small screw in the fan drop2, Ames' wild pitches 1, Fletcher's sailed for Buenos Ayres today. Some
rises to 85 feet, the level at, which it
will be maintained for the operationfumble 1. New York: Collins' funv years ago Mr. Clayton began the in ped out and fell into the only place
where damage could be done. Con
of the canal, the lake will have an
are of 164 square miles. It will he
the largest artificially created lake
Speedway officials are enthusiastic
at the early entries and prophesy
stallation of a weather bureau sys-
tem in the Argentine capital. Now
he is going back to complete the
sequently Anderson was unabje to
start his car after a last stop at the
work, and will remain for an indefiC0C3 pits and saw a sure second place go
nite period. to another.
rrffclNOH ACADEMICIAN COMING
Paris, Oct. 4. Among the notable
passengers sailing on the Savoie to-
day for New York Is Emile Boutroux,
the French academician and philoso-
pher, who is to attend the opening
of Princeton university's new gradu-
ate school. While in America M.
Boutroux will deliver a series of lec-
tures on science and culture, in which
he will contend that general culture
is preferable to scientific studies.
Hw'W --W" I The second Stutz entry probably
in the world. There will be 183,000,-000,00- 0
cubic feet of water in the
lake. When the level of the lake is
S3 feet above sea level there will be a
depth of 45 feet in Culebra Cut.
After Gamboa dike has heen dyna-
mited and the water from Gatun lake
has flooded Culebra Cut, great dredg--
that others will be coming before
long. Numerous entry blanks were
mailed out recently, ana the coming
race is expected to be Bigger and
better than ever. The foreign car
victory of last year is bound1 to en-
thuse the French, English, German
and Italian makers and drivers and
the cream of the old country's racing
xv A Marvelous Escape
"My little boy had a marvelous es
cape," writes P. P. Bastlams of Prince
Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It oc-
curred in the middle of the night. He SEVERE PUNISHMENTS iff- -
1f- - got a very severe attack of croup.
As luck would have It, I had a largeWJ lib cars and crews Is expected to hel TtMl', 'II. bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Rem here early for the practice season.
edy in the house. After following k, Inactive KidneyAcocding to Mr. Sedwlck everything CausOf Mr$. CLappeJI, of Five Yean'
Standing, Relieved by Carslai.
points W an early closing of the en
the directions for an hour and twenty
minutes he was through all danger."
Sold by all dealers. Adv. try list, .as it Is thought the limit willWhiskey Much Troublebe reached much earlier than last-- GITiB,k!I ib:rtl!? CENTENARY OF TECUMSEHLondon, Ontario, Oct. 4 Tomorrow year.. Inquiries concerning the raceare being received daily and the man-
ufacturers seem to be showing morewill be the 100th anniversary of the. .,:' death of the famous Indian chief, Te- - Interest than ever Before.
6ne big question which alreacy iscumseh, who was killed in the bat-
tle of the Thames. The battle wasv A agitating the fans is the possibility ofi- - kM - Z
the return of the previous winfought between the Americans under
General Harrison and a lorce of Brit-
ish regulars and Indian allies, under
General Proctor. Arrangements have
been concluded for a suitable cele
ners, the Marmon and National car?
both Indianapolis-mad- e products.
Opinions are divided on the subject,
but there seems to be an even chance
that one or both makes of cars will
be entered. Neither factory will 41s-cu- s
the subject under any pretext.
r
bration of the centennial on the bat-
tlefield at Moraviantown.
Every time the clock ticks, a New Name is added to SunnyBrook' list of Life Members it gains friendsevery day, andkecpsthem all. Sunny Brook is a safe, sane satisfying stimulant its
exquisite flavor, soft mellowness and high tonic properties havemade it the most popular Leverage everywhere, North, South.East and West.
Sunny Brook keeps the nerves right, the grip tight, and theheart light. Every bottle is sealed with the Green Government
Stamp, which shows that it is genuine, straight, natural whiskey, andU. S. Government Standard 100 proof. Furthermore, when youbuy Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey you have the guar-
antee of the Largest of Fine, Old WhUkey in the World,
that it is scientifically distilled and carefully aged in the good,
old, honest Sunny Brook way.
k ri 1 ill'
Mt. Airy, N. C.Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
of this town, says: "I suffered forfive years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one couia tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,but none did me any good.
I read one day, about Cardul, the wo-
man's tonic, and i decided to try it. Ihad not taken but about six bottles until
I was almost cured. It did me more
good than all the other medicines 1 had
tried, put together.
My friends began asking me why Ilooked so well, and 1 told them aboutCardui. Several are now taking it."
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of Ihe ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, sideache,
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
feeling?
If so, let us urge you to give Cardul a
trial, we feel confident it will help you,just as it has a million other woir.on in
the past half century.
Begin taking Cardui y. You
won't regret it. All druggists.
Writt tm Chattanoofra Msdielna Co., Ladies'
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for SfciatInstrwtiom on your case and book, "HornsTreatment for Woman," in plain wrappr. H.C. 124
mhi BLADDER
Quick Help to Backache and Rheu
matism
The ninn or woman who wants
The changeable weather of early
fall brings on coughs and colds that
have a weakening effect on the sys-
tem, and may become chronic. Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
It has a very soothing and healiDg ef-
fect on the irritated and inflamed air
passages, and will help very quickly.
Tt is a well known family medicine
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
SUNNY BROOK Is now bottled with oar own patentediwutrr Btopp-r- s, One twist orreotks the bottle m '
tight. No Need for Cork Screws. I
quick help from backache and rheu-
matism, will find it In Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so nuiokly and with
such eocd effect that weak, inactive
kidneys that do not keen the blood
Backache, rheumatism, and
caused from weak inactive fidnewfwhfrtfall forderathe poisons, and keep the ?
positively and permanently VnTjoItthe cause The reason why Foley Kidney Pills !medicme for kidney and bladder troubles is be ? tv'made wholly of those healing, strengthen!.-- VP J --V. . Vingredients that nature needs to build up Y 'portant and vital organs. See 'that you get ivy"for your kidney and bladder troubles. r"e , 7 'quick to glve good results, and contain no Lr Afi ,vO. G. SCHAEFER. VTcr,CS3 c
SEE TT!TT"-
general Distributors, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
cotton rags at
clean and free of Impurities, are ton-
ed up and strengthened to healthy
vigorous action. Good results follow
tbelr use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
WANTED Clean
Optic office.
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t 3 i CK ELLIS JOINS FIELDING
AFTER TWENTY YEARS PASS
Apologies Extended
to the Housewives
Through the medium of the socie-
ty department. The Optic apologizes
for neglecting to. publish the usual
Sundjay dinner "dope" yesterday
evening. This feature has been of
value to the housewives, who may
learn in advance of their shopping
what may be obtained for the big
Sunday "feed." The Friday market
story will appear, as usual, each Fri-
day in the future.
TEE HULL
UMBRELLA
the most ; satisfactory
We cha.rvge your old one Into a."
OLD TEAM MATES OF THE
STAGE UNITE IN MOVING
PICTURE GAME
Delightful Party
At the Crail Home.
Yesterday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. F. H. Crail, Mrs. Rufus --Mead
and Mrs. Crail entertained a num-
ber of their friends at a thimble
party., The Crail residence was pret-
tily decorated with leaves and vines,
Charming Afternoon
Party in O. R. C. Hall
One of the most unique "and inter-
esting parties given this season took
place this afternoon at the O. R. C.
hall when Mrs. J. Scott Duncan and
Miss Cornelia Murray entertained.
The affair was an autumn par-
ty, prettily colored leaves and
flowers being used for decora-
tions, in connection with a color
scheme of yellow and white.
euchre and thimble work for
those who did not care to play cards
served as entertainment for those
present. Dainty refreshments were
served late in the afternoon.
The guest list included the follow-
ing ladies:
Mrs. V. P. Mills, Mrs. Secundino
Romero, Mrs. Charles Spiess, Mrs.
W. C. Bailey, Mrs. Bert Adams, Mrs.
Maria Springer. Mrs. S. Powers,
Mrs. Lou Cobb, Mrs. William Stapp,
Mrs. P. Jaramlllo, Mrs. Chester Hun-
ker, Mrs. William Gortner, Mrs.
Jack Ellis, after 2." years, asaiu
casts his lot with Romaine Fielding Here is a good menu for Sunday HULL 'r tThein the moving picture jrame. Old j signifying the spirit of autumn
comrades in the. days of the drama, , .prevailing colors used were green
Miss Tooker Gives
Five Hundred Party.
Miss Sadie Tooker entertained this
afternoon at a five hundred party,
which was a most delightful affair.
Refreshments were served following
the games. The guest list included
the following: Miss Lola Hixen-baug-
Miss Bertha Hixenbaugh, Miss
Ruth Winters, Miss Rose Powers,
Miss Regina Stern, Miss Henerletta
'Rouhschild, Miss Caroline Green-berge- r,
Miss Frances Myers, Miss
Phebe Hart, Miss Mane Clement,
Miss Lucy Clement, Miss Mary Mc-
Mahon, Miss Leila Brown, Miss Mil-
dred McMahon, Miss Marie Mann,
Miss Opal Jones, Miss Gladys Car-
roon, Miss Gladys Mc"Vey, Miss Helen
Nahm, Miss Madeline Mills, Miss
Enid McGee, Miss De Salx Evans,
Miss Jessie Evans) Miss Ruth Conrad,
Miss Louise Wells, Miss Lorna John-Bo- n,
Miss Lorraine Eowry, Miss Chel-
la Van Petten, Miss Rose Kellogg,
Miss Mary Graubarth, Miss Hazel
Webb, Miss Ruth Schlott, Miss Viv-
ian Hedgecock, Miss Edna Gerard,
Miss Hazel Gerard, Miss Aileen Ros-
enthal, Miss Audrey Burns and Miss
Elizabeth Parnell.
Mrs. Turner and Miss
Strickfadden Honored
TAUPEET'Sand white. , Two games, one a guess-ing contest and the other a sewing
contest, caused much merriment A
two-cour- luncheon closej the after-
noon.
Present were Mrs. Ed Lewis, Mrs.
A. D. Higgius,. JTW. R. K. McClaua- -
i p
they fought their way side by side up
the rocky incline of public fear and
favor, always attempting to elevate
the stago as true exponents of drama-
tic art. We may now expect that
with this team, pictures will be turn-
ed out that will be a revelation in
dramatic strength, as these two old : han, Mrs. E. B. Shaw, Mrs. David
dinner; it Is simple but delicious:
Lettuce Soup
Roast Chickens
Boiled Rice
Fried Squash
Peach Icev
Coffee
The Altar Guild of St Paul's Me-
morial church m Thursday after-
noon for its regular business( session
with Miss Jeanette Ward. Transac-
tion of business, followed by a social
session and refreshments, were en-
joyed. Present were Miss Marie
Mann, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
Emma Tamme, Miss Phebe Hart,
Miss Mildred Browne, Miss Jeanette
Ward and Rev J. S. Moore.
e a
The annual party that the New
filmI SI 0!ilewiE. B. Shaw, Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald,Mrs. Morris, Mrs. M. F. Des Marais,war horness start pulling in double j Hazels, Mrs. Ben Strickfaden, Missharness. Sophia Strickfaden, sirs. O. G."Jack" Ellis, or "Jack," as he is j Sehaeffor, Mrs. F. M. LyQn, Mrs. T.known throughout the United States, j a. Johnsen, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs.
also England and the continent, is asj j; j McWenie, Mrs Frank H. H. Rob-- Mrs. R. R. Larkin, Mrs. E. R. Rus mm1 wtm m f ii IB im V.
mm
sell, Mrs. O. C. Zingg, Mrs. John
Rogbins, Mrs. Dick Devine, Mrs. Ma-
bel Hall, Mrs. N. Navarro, Mrs. F.
h 6
1 MMM. Lyon, Mrs. Charles O'Malley, Mrs. FOR THE 33rd ANNUAL NEW MEXICO
J. S. Moore, Mrs. C. W. G. Ward,
Mrs. L. C. Witten, Mrs. John Clark,
erts, Mrs. William Shillinglaw, Mrs.
Emma Shillinglaw, Mrs. E. C. Ander-- j
son, Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. J. H. York,
Mrs. J. C. Schlott, Mrs. T. M.
Mrs. B. J. Reed, Mrs. William
Howe, Mrs. Norman Skinner, Mrs.
Roy Prentice, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Miss
Mary Kinderdine, Mrs. C- - M. Bern-
hardt, Mrs. Claronce Iden, Mrs. J.
well known as any actor on tho Ameri-
can stago today. He has had over 35
years' experience, starting from the
beginning (like Mr. Fielding), and
that is in every sense of the word
"the" beginning, and after being able
to handle the mechanical and the
manual end of the game, he tried act-
ing, and was so successful that he
stands today one of America's fee- -
Monday afternoon Mrs. Ben Strict;
Mrs. II. F. Tilton, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld,
Mrs. Thomas Ross, Mrs. Emma Cohn,
rl
i
farlden entertained a number of Mexico Normal University gives to
friends at an afternoon Bridge, giv-jth- e severa and eigtith grades took
en in honor of Mrs. Marshall Turner place last night at the Normal and
and Miss Sophia strickfadden. The proved to be a delightful affair. The
afternoon was pelasantlv spont and attendance was large and games in
Albuquerque, October 6 to 11 .Sundt, Mrs. T. A. Evans, Mrs. II. R.
McESo, Mr?. K. D. Goodall, Mrs.
Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Mrs. I. Ap-pe- l,
Mrs. L. Ilfeld, Mrs. J. E. Mc-
Mahon, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. W. J
Lucas, Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs! A. C
Erb, Mrs. R. K. McClar.ahan, Mrs
B. J. Read, Mrs. E. D. Raynolds,
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. Herman
teresting and live were played to the
pniovment of all those present. ReNick Papen, Mrs. George Morrison,
closed with the serving of dainty re-
freshments. Present at this affair
were Mrs. Marshall Turner, Mrs. E.
J. ' McWenie, Mrs.' Erie Hoke, Mrs.
freshments were served at a late jMrs. J, R. Baker, Mrs. Paul Breese,
Mrs. Sis Nahm and Mrs. O. C. Zingg.
Jolly Dance at x
Commercial Club Rooms.
hour. The party was chaperoned by
Dean Frank Carroon.
''-
-
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds entertain-
ed this week at two delightful par-
ties given in honor of her house
Automobile ILacrs. Motorcycle Races
0 Horse (laces, Relay R.ces, Indian Recces
Frontier Sports zxnd Games
1 NEW MEXICO RESOURCES Biest Agfin.llure, Hnrtical.
I ture, Farm Product and Live Sfock Display Ever Altenipfed
ia the Southwest
I SEE "SKY HIGH" IRVING Jumping from ROY FRANCIS
Aeroplane While Traveling 60 Miles an Hour, 4000 Feet in
m the Skv
W. X. Rosenthal, Mrs. S. B. Davis.
Jr., Miss Lucy Rosenthal. Mrs. J.
Duncan, Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mrs.
S. M. Martin, Mrs. E. L. Hammond,
Mrs. R. K. McClanahan, Mrs. R. J.
Disagreeable weather greeted the
dancers of the Commercial club early
yesterday evening, but. regardless of
most pcrtrayers of roles that rerrui--
intelligence, culture, refinement and
education, developing that power that
la most essential, that few in their
chosen profession ever secure re-
pose.
"Jack" is one of the best known
stage directors that we have in the
United States, as well as one of the
brainiest. Nearly 20 years ago Jack
and Romaine took different line3 of
endeavor, although both were of the
ptr.ge. rpou parting as actors, Jack
made a remark to Romaine.
"If tho time comes, old Pal, when
jc-- v.aui re or need me I na troupe
of yours, tap the wire and I'll join
yen, no mutter what I may be doing,"
and aficr 20 years, it came to pass
Taupert, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. J. guest, Mrs. J. D. Dickinson of Lamar,
Col. The affairs toolc place Monday
and Tuesday afternoons and were de-
lightful in every respect.
rain the dance was given and proved
to be a most jolly affair. These
dances probably will be given eacn
week during the coming winter.
Ilfeld, Mrs. E. Hoke, Mrs. Clarence
Iden, Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, Mrs- - E.
E. Johnson, Mrs. G. H. Kinkel, Mrs.
E. V. Long, Mrs. A. D. Whitmore,
Mrs. Harriett Van Tetten, Mrs. EJ
Lewis, Mrs. C. P. Trumbull, Mrs. J.
P. Earickson, Mrs. Charles Green-clay- ,
Mrs. Tisliler, Mrsv S. Bachar-arch- ,
Mrs. C. L. M. Baily, Mrs. M.
F. endix, Mrs. W. R. Tipton, Mrs. W.
G. Haydon, Mrs. D. J. Leahy. Mrs.
J. II. York, Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs.
Charles Tamme, Mrs. F. A. Manza-nare-
Mrs. W. X. Rosenthal, Mrs.
C. C. Robbins, Mrs. Paul Breese,
Mrs. R. F. Johnson, Mrs. F. O. Blood,
Mrs. Harry W. Kelly, Mrs. J. M.
Cunningham, Mrs. E. J. McWenie,
Mrs. W. G. Benjamin, Mrs. H. G.
Ccors, Mrs. Vincent Jones, Mrs. R.
FOR THE
ROUND TRIPThose present at the hop last night
were Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mr. and Mrs.
FINE ILLUSTRATIONS
FOR LANDAU LECTURER. F. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Letcher,that Fielding di.l tap the wire and El
lis did answer the call.
Tickets on Sale October 4 to II inclusive with
final return limit October 15. 1913.
For other information, Schedules, etc. apply to
D. L. Agent rfw mexico
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Stark, Mrs. T.
A. Haydon, Miss Marguerite Cluston,
Miss Lorna Johnsor, Miss Mildred
1'i'ieiids in any walk of life are PICTURES OF THE HOLY LAND
WILL BE SHOWN HERE FOR
FIRST TIME
lai'e, but especially so in the public
V.fc where so many are met by one
M. Aker, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. F.
R. Lord, Mrs. A. R. Talley, Mrs. Ed
Lewis, Miss Rebecca Henriquez, Miss
Cornelia Murray and Miss Sophia
Strickfadden.
Bridge Club Takes
A New Name.
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., entertained
the Bright Idea cTub yesterday after-
noon at a delightfully interesting and
entertaining session. This club, for-
merly called the Friday Afternoon
Bridge club, henceforth will be
known as the "Bright Idea" club.
Tasty refreshments served late in the
afternoon closed' tfre session of this
newly-name- club. Those present
were Mrs. Herbert ClaTT, Mrs. Hallett
Raynolds, Mrs. Charles Spless, Mrs.
S. B. EoBfer, Mrs. Clifford Losey,
Mrs. William Curtis Bailey, Mrs. Wil-
liam E. Gortner and Mrs. Stephen B.
Davis.
4
Last night at the High school the
students of the Institution and the
McMahon, Miss Rebecca Henriquez,
Miss .Marie Mann, Miss Emma
Tamme, Miss Rose Powers, Miss Prentice, Mrs. G. A. Fleming, Mrs.
pud one reets so many, that rarely
if. time or thou 'ht- given to one or
irai'.y or many or more. Like in this
instance, ouali'ios of this description
Helen Kelly, Miss Margaret Gross,
Miss Mary Harris, Miss Marie Clem-
ent, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss Louisend in one graave tnat groove
Cunningham- - Miss --Helen Cunningspells "SiicceM", as it runs through
the hcur glass and the time as it ham, Miss Jalia Ettlnger, Miss Jean- -
Dr. Jacob Landau, spiritual director
of Temple Montefiore, has made pre-
parations to give a most interesting
lecture for the closing number of the
Las Vegas hospital -- lecture course.
His subject is "The Holy Land." Dr.
Landau today received by express
100 beautiful stereopticon slides,
with which the lecture will be illus-
trated. He will speak especially
about modern Palestine, which he has
visited and studied carefully.
spreads at the bottom of the page
F. R. Lord, Mrs. F. H. H. Roberts,
Mrs. I. Bacharach, Mrs. F. H. Crail,
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. Herbert
( lark, Mrs. A. R. Talley, Mrs. Tho-
mas Lipsett, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
P. L. Hammond, Mrs. J. P. M. Aker,
Mrs. C. Iden, Mrs. Ben Strickfadden,
Mrs. S. Martin, Mrs. R. R, Mead.
Mrs. R. J. Taupert, Mrs. W. E. Ka-ser- ,
Mrs. C. X. McGinn, Mrs. E. E.
Van Horn, Mrs. C. D. Boucher, Mrs.
D. Morants, Mrs. George Hunker,
Mrs. Frank Strass, Mrs. Sig Nahm,
will be registered hereafter upon the
ette Ward, Mr. Frank Ettlnger, Mr.
Ralph Rohrer, Mr. Orrln Blood, Mr.
Donald Hart, Mr. John Harris, Mr.
Colbert Root, Mr. Francis Keliey,
Bulk $8.108.45; heavy ?S.25S.50;
packers and butchers $8.25(38 50;
lights $S(ff8.45; pigs $(57.50.
Cattle, receipts 1,000. Market steady.
Fame fed steers 5??9.5o; dressed
beef steers $S(Fi'8.90; western steers
?6.608.60; southern steers ?5.50
7; cows $4.257.25; heifers 59;
stockers and feeders S5.508.13;
bulls ?56.50; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts 2,500. Morket stea-
dy. Lambs $6.757.45; yearlings
53.256; wethers $4,251:5; ewes
$3.604.50.
Mr. Dorset Tollman, Sir. Leo Tipton,
Mr. William Tipton, Mr. O. L. Har
screen and the picture there shall
epeak for itself. We wish the old-ne-
team, the words that seem to spell
their standard, friendship and suc-
cess.
"
Dr. Londau is known to Las Vegas igrove, Mr. Albert Hayward, Mr. Cecil
Hedging sales by cash houses be-
cause of demand being poor gave a
setback to corn. Prices started a
shade to cents lower and suffered
an additonal sag. The close was
steady at to net loss, y
Longs unloaded oats on account of
Canadian competition. The market,
which opened &M to '& down,
dipped still lower.
Provisions went under bearish con-
trol owing to a decline at the yards.
First sales were unchanged to
lower, but later held fairly steady.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. $S6; May 91.
Corn, Oct, 69; Dec. 69; May
70; July 70.
Oats, Dec. $41 ; May 44.
Pork, Jan. $19.95; May $20.05.
Lard, Jan. $10.82; May $11.
Ribs, May $10.60.
faculty were the guests of the seniorBoucher, Mr. George Humphries, Mr.
Dever Powers. Mr. Walter Burns, Mrs. J. H. Ward, Mrs. H. X. North-rup- ,
Mrs. George Smith, Mrs. F.
Carroon, Mrs. A. H. Lorenzen, Mrs.
"Get Acquainted"
Party at the Norma.
One of the most enjoyable social
class at the annual party. The rooms
were decorated in the school colors,
red and white, while the senior class
colors, yellow and white, were used
also. Games of an Interesting nature
were played and the evening was
closed by the serving of refresh-
ments. The attendance at the party
was about 60.
Comfort, Mrs. Xick ChafSn, Mrs.. R.
G. Head, Mrs. W. C. Dennis, Mrs.
C. A. Bruce, Mrs. H. P. Browne, Mrs.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 4. Prospect of a
large increase in the visible supply
made wheat prices today tun weak.
The opening was to off, and a
further decline followed. The close
was steady to under last night.
folk as a scholorly man and an
interesting and eloquent speaker.
His lecture, if past experiences can
be depended upon as a criterion for
the future, will be well worth hearing.
It will be deserving of a large audi-
ence. Dr. Landau, ac well as the other
lecturers on the hospital course, Is
giving his services free. Holders of
season tickets to the course should
avail themselves of the opportunity
to hear him, as should the general
public. The lecture will be given at
the Duncan opera house Monday
evening.
D. Rosenwald, Mrs. A. T. Rogers,
Mrs. J. H. Noyes. Mrs. Ed Hasty,
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. Michaels,
Miss Margaret Bernard, Miss Mar- -
jorie Shaw, Miss Mary Ross, Miss Es
Mr. Harold "Wagner, Mr. William
Springer and Mr. Murray Carleton.
Springer and Mr. Murray Caleton.
McGreevey's Show f
To Be Well Attended.
Among the interesting affairs that
are scheduled for the next week's en-
tertainment is the big show that is to
be given at the Duncan opera house
next Tuesday evening. This enter-
tainment is to be given under the
auspices of the Catholic ladies and
promises to be excellent in every
way.
Foremost in the evening's enter-
tainment will be the vaudeville skit
that is to Tie given by Mr. and Mrs.
Jack McGreevey, the famous vaude-
ville artists who have been spending
ther Mangan, Miss Bessie Watt, Miss
events of The past week took place
Saturday evening at the New Mexico
Normal University when the school
was host to the students at the an-
nual "get acquainted" party. The
affair was attended by over 300 pu-
pils and was a successful affair. Folk
games and the singing of songs form-
ed the first part of the evening's en-
tertainment. Refreshments jwefre
served by the domestic science
classes of the school unaer the su-
pervision of Miss Anne George, heal
of this department. At the conclu-
sion of this important feature of the
program the following toasts were re-
sponded to, with professor Francis E.
Keller acting as toastmaster:
Sue Hutchison, Miss Harriett Mann,
Miss Susie Whi taker. Miss Mary Han-- j ENTson, Miss Bertha Papen, Miss tried-- :mann. Miss Mary Kinderdine, Miss
Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Anna Mar-tai- n,
Miss Mildred Browne, Miss Min- -! R O R
NEW YORK ST0CK EXCHANGE
New "York, Oct. 4. The stock mar-
ket closed weak. Stocks sagged de-
cidedly today after the market during
the early trading had shown an ad- - 'Pffialllf fin- Fft Essair BT3SI crra
nie Cellers, Miss Mary Daum, Miss
Louise Daum, Miss Mossy York, Miss
Emma Tamme, Miss Rebecca Henri-
quez, Miss Pearl Hutchison, Miss Hel-- !
en Kelly, Miss Helen Cunningham,
kill 1
"The Care and Management or
Women," by Howard Peterson. This
''toast proved interesting and showed
rarpfnl atudv of the subject "Being
their vacation in Las Vegas during
the past few months. Mr. and Mrs.
MqGreevey are popular j with Las
Vegas people and appeared here be
Provided you buy your newFall Hat from us this week.
Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss Nell
Croxier, Miss Lorraine , .Lowry, Miss
Anne George, Miss Bessie Cavanaugh,
Shy," by Miss Sadie Tooker was ably fore under the auspices of the Catho Miss Tessie Devine, Miss Clara
vancing tendency. The upturn was
neither broad nor vigorous and was
j interrupted favorably by small reac-
tions until in the second hour the
course, of the market ..was shaped
'donward defiintely.
Announcement of reduction In prie-- j
es of various steel products and as-- I
sertions that further concessions
might te made on account of the
new tariff schedule were chiefly res- -
ponsible for the turn in . the market
j after Us&rly, .manifestation of
j strength.
Pressure on United States Steel.
Big Bear, $2.00handled. "Being in Love," dvPaulson, was one of great inter-.- .
' Class," by Car
lic ladles at the bazaar last year.
v. si2' a to the entertainment by
the JIcGreeveys motion pictures will
PACllfl
America's Greatest
i: Carlbonisl -
Freshman
Heinemann, Miss Sadie O'Byrne, Miss
Minnie Kohn, Miss Gertrude Kohn,
Miss Mary Carlson, Miss Katherine
Davis, Miss Jeanette Ward, Miss,
Jeanette Richley, and Miss E. Head.
be shown. t The whole program will The best $2 hat 011 earth; $1.50 and your old felt hat
will do.be excellent and no doubt the at
los Spless consisted of a history of
the torments and taunts dealt to the
freshmen by the, .sophomores. "My
First Impressions of Las Vegas,", by
Frank Land1 an was the" speech of the
tendance at the Duncan opera house Those who assisted Mrs. Duncan
wtfi beiTarge.i J, . No' Name, $3.00and Miss Murray were Miss LeonaCreenclay, Miss DeSaix Evans. Miss4fvetilnt- - Mr. Landau is an ante . i
which fell below ' 58, caused more
i general selling of the minor" steel
Jessie Evans, Miss Elizabeth Coors,
Miss Graee Lord, Miss Chella Van
Petten, Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Ma-
bel Laird and Miss Mary Ixjwry,
. i Tiarl lieifallpn him Oil ner for a delightful session. A gen-
eral social afternoon closed by the
serving of delicious refreshments was
enjoyed by those present, who were
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. P. L.
Is made by J, B. Stetson Co. Debries and soft hats,
excellent values; but $2.50 and your old felt hat will do
Sletson, $4 and $5
High grades, featherweights, insure perfect comfort; al-
low 50c for your old felt hat.
You These old hats aren't worth anything.
rr We make this special offering for the week only, soiinOW as j0 induce m0re men to get acquainted with the
matchless values our hat department offers.
OUSE
'
stocks, among which losses ran from
1 to 4 points.
j Additional unfavorable reports of
earnings made by some southern lines
j actuated the downward movement
i among the standard railroad shares.
Reading lost two points and Amalga-- ;
mated one. Bonds were steady. The
last sales weer as follows:
Amalgamated Copper 73 V4
Sugar UO
Atchison .. 94
(Northern Pacific 111
j Reading 16fVi
Southern Pacific - 90
Myers, Mrs. C D. Boucher, Mrs. F.
O. Blood, Mrs. P. J. Wesner, Mrs. I.
W, Lively, Mrs. C Iden, Mrs. J. H.
York, Mrs. W. J. tuca3 and Mrs. C. W.
Wesner.
adveuiures mat
bis journey east "A Few Remarks,"
by M. Vt. Browne was a speech of
y'utcomflt to the ptudents. ; "Greet-
ings," by Ciiarles Ilfeld was well
and last tout not least was
lha toast to the faculty by Miss Mil-
dred McMahon. The president. Dr.
Frant II-- H. Roberts, responded to
this toast. -
4 V
The organization of a new bowling
at the Elks' club will be a
source of much enjoyment for the
members of the lodge and their wives
during the coming winter. The leatnie
v in ulav a series of games according
4
Mrs. Powers Hostess
To Friday Whist Club.
The Friday Afternoon Whist club
met this week with Mrs. Stephen
Powers at a delightful session. In
addition to the Tegular afternoon's
game a guessing contest was pro-Tide- d
which proved Interesting. The
first prize for this contest wa3
awarded to Mrs. J, D. Dickinson,
while Mrs. W, J. Lucas received sec-
ond honors. Refreshments were
served late in the afternoon. Those
present were Mrs. Jefferson Ray-
nolds, Mrs. f, D. Dickinson, Mrs. A.
R. Talley, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. H.
9. Van Petten', ITfs M. F. Des Marais
and Mrs. A. II. Whitmore.
The Koyal Neighbors of America
held an enjoyable session at their BEG IF " "THE STORE OF QUALITY"'Union Pacific . 15S;j lodge r.jomg last night following the
regular'' business" nteetir,? of the lodge United States Steel
M
United States Steel, pfdThe social, comittee prep-re- d enter- - AT 8:45'ainmeri ibr the members anl at the ' i l1 assf 6s-- j fcsu- -i i-'j iJtZaH jji n ? - JL ?
to schedule and doubtless before thejVofe of the evening refreshments k. . L AS VSGAS .
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Oct. 4. Hogs, receipts
1,000. Market 5 to 10 cents lower.
N.rend of the winter many exciting ana were served, me anemia. .re
dciishtful contests will occur. J large. ?"
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TODAY'S BASEBALL
BLUE BOOK PEOPLE
PASS IIP LAS VEGAS
PERSONALS
- Henry Swam" of Wagon Mound
came in this afternoon ror a short
business visit in Las Vegas.
W. G. Ogle, the land man, returned
this afternoon from. Dawson, where
he has been on business foTThe past
few days.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
returned this afternoon in his pri
BAD ROADS MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE
FOR TRAVELERS TO COME
TO THIS CITY
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE
Do business in a busines-lik- e way and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
are yours without cost as a result.
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging and polite, There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.
PEOPLES BANK . TRUST CO.
CAPITAL - - - '- - .. - $113,000.00
vate business car No. 408 from Ra
ton, where he has been on business,
J. J. Henning of Clayton was a bus-
iness visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. E. BFowa of Santa Fe was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
W. W. Lynam of Watrous was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
J, T. Kelley of Denver came in last
night for a several days' business
visit heTe.
Charles Behringer of Albuquerque
came in last night for a short busi-
ness visit here.
M. J. Wood of Denver was a busi-
ness visitor here today from his
home at that place.
O. A. Regol, a well known business
New York, Oct. 4 First game:
R. H. E.
Philadelphia - 7 y 2
New" Tofli 12 18 1
Batteries: Brennan, Marshall and
Kulifer; Crandall and Meyer
National League
Pittsburgh at Chicago'
Cincinnati ,it St. Louis.
Philadelphia at New York; 2 games.
' American League
Chicago at Detroit; 2 games.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
New York at Philadelphia; 2 games.
Boston at Washington
WORK ON BRIDGES TO
FOIN NEXT WEEK
MISSOURI VALLEY COMPANY HAS
MEN ON THE WAY HERE TO
CONSTRUCT THEM G & i I AJ D WO
range at times and each suffered se-
vere body punishment.
In the fourth Laijgford showed at
his best. Heavy rignts and lefts to
the head rocked Jeannette, forcing
him to clinch. Jeannette began to
forge ahead In the next round, out
strong blows to the body brought the
round to an even break when Jean-
nette was again forced to hold to
avoid punishment.
Western League
Omaha at St. Joseph.
Sioux City at Dos Moines.
Topeka at Denver.
Wichita at Lincoln.
Secretary W. H. Stark of the Coril
mercial club this morning received
a telephone message from J. P. Dods
of the Automobile Blue Book Pub-
lishing company to the effect that
the Blue Book party would not visit
Las Vegas as they haa planned. This
decision was made in Santa Fe yes-
terday on account of the poor roads
between that place and Las Vegas.
Mr. Dods and his party have had
a most unsuccessful trip from Den-
ver. They were bothered with rain
and poor roads all the way and fin-
ally when they reached Santa Fe yes-
terday they decided to cut out all
side trips that they had planned and
take a direct route to the Grand Can-
yon. Upon being informed that the
roads between Las Vegas and Santa
Fe were in poor condition as a result
of the recent rains they also aban-
doned the plan of visiting this city.
The Commercial club and the
boosters are greatly disappointed, as
had the party vTsifed here much
valuable advertising could have been
obtained.
Mr. Dods and his. party left Santa
Fe today for Albuquerque and will
stop there but a short time and then
continue on their way to the Grand
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'If ' Sfo f of Main iil $2 0 III fho"a j'"'STANDING OF THE HUBS
American League
CTeveuiuu; "Oct. 4. First game:
R. H. E.
St Louis 4 11 2
Cleveland - 5 12 2
Batteries: Baumgardner and Ag-ne-
Cullop and O'Neil.
man ot Gallup, arrived in the city
last night for a short visit.
, Mr. and' Mrs. H. C. Earickson of
Pecos arrived in the city last night
for a several days visit with friends.
J. W. Giltner, representative for
the Beaver Valley Traction company
of Pittsburgh, Was a'business visitor
here today.
J. S. Groth of Madison, Wis., arriv-
ed in Las Vegas yesterday evening
for a several weeks' stay here. He
may locate in Las Vegas.
Mrs. T. A. Hayden ot Santa Fe
came in yesterday afternoon from
the Harvey ranch for a short visit
with friends in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevenson
faiyl son left this1 ' afternoon for
Champaign, TTI., where they will visit
relatives for the next few weeks.
Max Brusig and E. H. Yertz of
County Engineer George E. Mor-
rison this mornino- announced that
work on the two bridges recently
contracted for by the county com-
missioners to be built at ' Prince
street in the southern part of Ihe
city and at Kearneys Gap, south of
Las Vegas, respectively, would start
next week and continue until the
structures are completed.
E. .1. Creighton, one of the engi-
neers for the Missouri Valley Bridge
and Iron company, the man who de-
signed the bridge that is to be built
at Prince street, will arrive in Las
Vegas next week and will take full
charge of construction work. D. R.
Carroll, now located at Chapelle, will
have charge of the construction at
National League
$1,059 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR BOOR
Won Lost Pet
New York 100 CO .667
Philadelphia 88 62 .587
Chicago ., 86 65 .570
Pittsburgh 78 69 .531
Boston .... 69 82 .457
Brooklyn 65 84 .436
Cincinnati ..... ... 64 87 .424
St. Louis i. 49 99 .331
Detroit, Oct. game:
K.H.iS.
Chicago . -- 5 7 3
Detroit - 7 13 3
"
Batteries: Benz, Cicotte, White
and Schalk; Dauss and Gibson,Canyon.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
Kearney's Gap.
The structure that is to be built at
Prince street will be one of the most
difficult pieces of concrete work ever
attempted in this state and will be
beautiful in appearance, according to
the plans. It is estimated that sev
Denver were visitors, here for a short
time today on their way to California.
They are making the trip by automo-
bile.
Bernard Appel of the firm of Ap-pe- l
Brothers, left yesterday evening
for Albuquerque and other cities of
Washington, Oct. 4 First game:
R. H. E.
Boston . 9 13 1
Washington 10 18 1
Batteries: Anderson and Snell;
Williams, Bently, Engel, Griffith and
Henry, Ryan.
Pet
.032
.582
.564
.E?0
.517
.427
.373
.373
National League
At New York New York, 13-4- ;
Philadelphia,
At Boston Boston, Brooklyn,
eral months will be consumed in
completing the structure. i
American League
Won Lost
Philadelphia 96 56 .,
Washington ... SS 51
Cleveland ..." 84 65
Boston 79 70
Chicago . 77 72
Detroit 64 86
St. Louis 56 94
New York 56 91
Western League
Won Lost
Denver 101 62
Des Moines 91 72
St. Joseph 88 77
Lincoln ... 86 79
Omaha 78 84
Topeka ... 73 89
Sioux City 73 91
Wichita 64 100
Telephone or call and we will have our demon-
strator show you
Las Veps Aotosola & MacMee Co
the state where he will be on busi-
ness for the next few days.
.. W. F. Reyman, formerly a resident
of this city and now traveling repre-
sentative for the Hollating Brothers
Furniture company of Denver, was a
business visitor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. B..L. Clen and O. L.
Eastman and family arrived in Las
Vegas this morning from Pond Creek,
Okla., on their way to California.
They made the trip as far as this
city in an automobile, bur will make
the rest of the journey by rail, leav-
ing the machine here.
American League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 13--
New York, 10--
At Washington Boston, Wash-
ington,
Western League
At Lincoln Lincoln, 2; Wichita, 1.
At. St. Joseph St. Joseph, 5; Oma-
ha, 4. .
LANGFORD LOSES BOUT
New YorE, Oct. t. Joe Jeannette
outpointed Sam Langford in a
bout at Madison Square Gar-
den last night. The two colored
heavyweights weighed as follows:
Jeannette, 195; Langford, 1S9.
Jeannette was in 'fine condition,
while his opponent did not appear as
well trained. Jeannette outboxed his
man in the first three rounds, using
a left jab to the face to good advant-
age. The men fought hard at close
CONTEMPT CASES END
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 4. When Su-
perior Judge Humphries' court open-
ed this morning there was only one
contempt case on the docket, that
against Mrs. A. J. Allen, who had
spent almost two whole days in the
court room awaiting trial and then
had gone outside of the room shortly
before her case was called yesterday.
The judge ordered her bail bond for-
feited. It is expected that she will
be assessed the costs and set free.
Pet.
.627
.565
.538
MS
.485
.452
.445
.397
Whalen, & Fowler PrtpsPhone Main 344.
Siibacrlhe for The Optic
ilr
r3 p n i'lpTiLj Lj lA LjJ . 3 I
li
Are (he embodiment of all you can desire in clothing.
The monstrous difference from other high-grad- e clothes lies in its price-$-15
FRANKEL FIFTEEN, America's Greatest 15.00 Suits and Overcoats means
to you the fulfillment of your most critical clothes wants at the nominal price of
$15.00 with the additional Surety of the Frankel System Guarantee.
ANY GARMENT WHICH DISAPPOINTS ITS WEARER
IN SERVICE WILL BE REPLACED FREE
ID FRANKEI SYSTEMfCIOTHSS ffj ,
ij
il
h
FASHIONS-Alwa- ys "Present-day- "
FABRICS--Alway- s pure woolthoroujhly shrunk
WORKMANSHIP-Alwa- ys hand-tailore- d; throughout
:'.H
"FRANIEL TWENTY"
SUITS ;Truly Remarkable Garments at a Truly Remarkable Price
FRANKEL FIFTEEN
America's Greatest S15.00 Clothes
"FRANKEL TWENTY"
OVERCOATS
possess all the style that is possible to any
garment and the highest class workmanship.
Made from the finest grade of fabrics
they possess that distinct individuality so
much desired by the well dressed man.
"Frankel Twenty"
America's Greatest $20 Coat
will give you the greatest return for your
money of any suits made. Style and
quality combined to the greatest possible
degree they look well, wear well and
keep their shape. They impart that dressy
appearance which marks the man of dis-
criminating taste in selecting his clothes.
Let us show you these wonderful garments.
"Frankel Twenty5'
America's Greatest $20 Suit
Las VbaiLdading Store
J
5 - f
'U'iflJIJlU'IViteaV W W 1
South SidoPkaEstablished 1862
1
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W. 101.50 chs.; S. 84 degrees 20 min
utes W. 76.31 chs.; S. 73 degrees 20
minutes W. 80.30 chs.; S. 73 degrees
Bhe LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFt
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE AI.WAY9 HANDLEDE6e. OPTIC20 minutes W. 70.30 chs., to the North THEY DID THEIR BEST
west corner of the tract being de
scribed; thence along the Westerly
fence line of said tract S. 5 degrees
00 minutes W. 262.57 chs., to a sand SOCIETY DIRECTORYmmstone marked "H"; thence S. 32 de-
grees 45 minutes W. 159.24 chs, to
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4.
ACOLUMN
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54V
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
dy of the month In the vestry roomj
oi' Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In-
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Greenclay, Secretary.
the Southwest corner of the said tract
being described; thence along the
fence line of The Placita Ranch Com
pany as follows: S. 66 degrees 27
minutes E. 19.30 chs,; S. 64 degrees
00 minutes E. 27.28 chs.; S. 67 degrees
02 minutes E. 20.96 chs.; S. 69 de-
grees 01 minute E- - 19.94 chs.; S. 75
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday in
ach month. Visiting
brothers cordially
Wm. p. Mills.
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
The young man retired behind a
screen apparently to consult the head
of the firm, and returned pushing the
case toward her.
"Couldn't allow you more than
twenty cents on that," he said, and
when Kate looked back at him for
confirmation he was again absorbed
in his newspaper. Kate seized the
case and hurried from the show, her
face glowing with indignation and
shame, and with disappointment The
thought that a valued heirloom
should be appraised at twenty cents
filled her with indignation that added
bitterness to her shame.
She had fifty cents in her purse.
She would therefore, get a ticket in
the direction of home as far as that
would take her. She would ride until
she was put off the train, and then
send the extra fare to the railroad
company when she got home. She
would walk the rest of the way
home anything rather than stay with
her aunts, away from her home away
from Nevin, another day.
What if her aunts saw her as she
came (out? g people
would never dream of going into a
place like that, thought Kate. But
then, girls didn't fall
In love till they were engaged, and
she was In love absurdly In love
with Harold Nevin. She looked up
and down the street and saw only the
figure of a man a half a block away
who aparently saw her. What sort
of woman would he think she was if
he saw her coming out of the pawn
W. M., H. 8 .an Pettsn, Secretary.
degrees 09 minutes E. 65.02 chs, to
the point of intersection of said fence
line with the North line of Section 36,
Township 18 North, Range 16 East,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2,
, KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- -
lar conclave 4 Tuss- -
?u'rJf day in each month at Ma-o-
Temple at 7:l . m. G. H.
KlnkeL B. O.; Chae. Tammo.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
No.7560
In the District Court for the Fourth
Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, sitting within and for the
County of San Miguel.
The Placita Ranch Company, Plaintiff
versus
The Union Land and Grazing Coin-pas-
Paul Butlor, Blanche Butler
Amos, Charles C. Catron, James D.
Hand, and Unknown Claimants of
Interests In the Premises Adverse to
the Plaintiffs, Defendants, (Said
premises being the land and real
estate described in the complaint
in this action.)
To Paul Butler; to Blanche Butler
Ames, and to Unknown Claimants
of Interests In the Premises Adverse
to the Plaintiff, (said premises be-
ing the land and real estate describ-
ed in the complaitn In this action,)
'being certain of the defendants
in the above enttiled cause:
Tou and each of you are hereby
notified that an action or suit to quiet
title has been commenced against you
and each of you, together with other
defendants, in the above entitled dis-
trict court, said cause or action being
entitled and numbered on the docket
of said court as above set forth; that
the general objects of said action and
the nature of the relief prayed for are
as follows: That all unknown per-
sons who claim any interest or title
adverse to the plaintiff in the land
and real estate described in the com-
plaint in this action, being the same
land and real estate hereinafter de-
scribed, may be made parties defend-
ant in said action in the name and
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love ai Woodmen of thj World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
members are especially welcocj and
cordially Invited.
of the N. M. P. M.; thence East 256.30
chains to the Northeast corner of
Sec. 33, T. 18, N. R. 17 East of N
M. P. M.; thence South 74.28 chains
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
along the east line of Sec. 33 afore-
said, to the center of the Sapello riv-
er; thence following the meanders of AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
the center of said Sapello river in an vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
easterly direction to the point and
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
103 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor-
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi-
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C H.
Baily, Treasurer.
82place of beginning, containing an
area of about 29000 acres, more or fp$ B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.Blood, Secretary.... f M fless. is wmAnd that unless you, the said nam I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NOed defendants, enter your appearance
In said action or suit on or before the 1. Meets every Monday evening a;OPTIC NUMtfcf U
LOCAL TIME CARD10th day of November, A. D, 1913, their hall on Sixth street. All vik'tinsbrethren cordially invited to attendJudgment by default or decree pro
confesso will lie rendered against F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gus Lehman, V. G..Wanted T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertzyou and each of you in said action
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeverjor suit
Said Plaintiff's attorney Is A. T. Trustee.
Rogers, Jr., whose offlce and postof--
style of "Unknown Claimants of Inter-
est in the Premises Adverse to the
fice address is Crockett Building,
East Las Vegas, N. II.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
SALESMEN making small towns,
whole time or side line, should
carry our fast selling pocket side
line; special sales plan allowing
return of unsold goods makes quick
easy sales; $4.00 commission on
each order; something entirely
new. Write for outfit today. Can-fiel- d
Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel street, Chi-
cago, 111.
East Bound
Arrive Depart
No. Z 9:10 p. in. .. .V9:JF. p m
No. 4
..11:05 p. m 11:05 p. m
No . S 2:05 a. in. ...2:10 a. m
No. 10 1:45 p. m 2:10 p. m
West Bound
Arrive Depart
No. 1:20 p. m 1:45 p. m.
No. 3 6:10 a. m 6:15 a. m.
No. 7 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 p. ni.
No. 9 6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p. m
Witness my hand and the seal oiPlaintiff," as above set forth; that
tho said plaintiff's title and estate
In the land and real estate described
Douglas avenue. Vlsfiing brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
In the complaint in said action and
hereinafter described may be estab
said court this 2fith day of Septem-
ber, A. D. 1913.
(Seal of the Court)
LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of Said District Court.lished against the adverse claims of
tho said defendants and each of them: WANTED Second hand oat sacks 5
eents each. Agua Pura Co.including yourselves, and that the
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
furth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
ATTOKNKYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La-
WANTED Experienced cook. Good
wages. 1033 Eighth street.
shop.
Then, as she hurried toward the
station, she realizded that he had
crossed the street, and was gaining
on her. Her blood went cold as she
realized that he was following her.
What could he want. Kate did the
only thing she could think of. She
ran. Then the man ran and Kate ran
faster. She reached the station and
hurried to the ticket office. Her pur-
suer followed her, but Kate felt the
safety of the lights and took courage
She drew her half dollar from her
purse and pushed it toward the ticket
seller. "Give me a ticket as far as
this " She stopped and looked for
the first time over her shoulder at the
man who had followed her. It was
Harold Nevin. Almost without a word
he drew her aside from the ticket of-
fice and Kate was' too overcome to
explain.
"I have just been to your aunts'
and they said you had gone away for
supper. They said they did not want
you to see me, and so I decided I had
made my trip in vain. It is your
birthday, Kate," Harold went on, "and
I couldn't let it go by without seeing
you."
Kate and Harold decided, after Kate
had explained her crazy plan, to re-
turn to the aunts' house and keep the
little secret about her attempted run-
away. They walked home slowly
through the twilight streets, and Har-
old told Kate that he wanted to marry
her that he never realized till she-wa-
gone how much he loved her, and
that he had been miserable without
ier.
And it never occurred to Kate that
dbwn deep in her mother's heart
there had been a little forethought, a
little deception and a knowledge of
human nature when she sent Kate
away to see her aunts.
(Copyright. 1913. bv the McClure News-
paper Syndicate.)
CLING TO ANCIENT BELIEFS
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K. ; Frank Angel, F. S.
By JANE OSBORN.
It had always been Mrs. Van Due-sen'- s
firm belief that a really g
girl never of her own accord
fell in love till the object of hei
thoughts had openly declared him-
self. Did anybody for an instant be-
lieve that Mrs. Van Duesen would
have thought of Mr. Van Duesen "that
way" until Mr. Van Duesen had pro-
posed to her? Obviously not! So
when Kate Van Duesen, Mrs. Van
Duesen's only daughter, admitted to
her mother shamelessly that she
would marry Harold Vevin if she
had half a chance and on top of that
unbecoming statement kept a bunch
of violets that Mr. Nevin sent her
till they were dried past recognition,
Mrs. Van Duesen decided that Kate
needed to be sent away. ' She should
be kept away till she had forgotten.
"I don't see why I can't stay and
be a sport like any other girl," pro-
tested Kate. "You might think I was
dying of a broken heart to freight me
off like this. Besides, I am quite sure
Fred Nevin likes me. If I gave him
half a chance, and half as much en-
couragement as some of the other
girls have given him, I am sure he
would come to it."
Mrs. Van Duesen was shocked by
this shameless franknesB. It was, of
course, the result of Kate's associates.
All the more, she should be sent away
from home to her aunts.
"Even if he did ask you to marry
him," Mrs. Van Duesen said, "I could
never reconcile myself to the idea
of having a daughter of mine marry
a man whom she left fond of before
he had proposed. It would be a very
unsatisfactory arrangement."
So Kate went to her maiden aunts,
her father's sisters, in Rosley, eighty
miles from home, the aunts being In-
structed by letter to keep Kate's mind
occupied with harmless amusements,
and the aunts did their best. They
gave several tea parties for her, they
taught her, or tried to teach her, the
newest stitches in crochet lace, they
spent hours trying to arouse in her
heart some interest in cribbage and
chess; they walked with her and took
her driving in the old family victoria,
and every night at nine they tucked
her into bed like a
Kate had been in Rosley two weeks.
She had heard nothing directly or in-
directly from Harold Nevin, when tba
day that she had been anticipating
ever since Iier arrival ia Rosley ar-
rived. It wis her twenty-firs- t birth
day, and Kate felt legally and morally
free to go home. Finally, however;
she was not free. She had been
brought to hr aunts' house by her
father on his way on a business trip,
and left with oniy a littlei change in
her purse. "She had made up her
mind, however, that when she was
twenty-on- e she would walk home if
necessary- - Sho was willing to do al-
most anything to get away from the
discouraging narrow-mindnes- s of her
g atints.
At five o'clock on this fall afternoon
she left her aunts' house, saying that
she was going to have supper with
a neighbor in Rosley. But Kate's real
plan was otherwise. She had taken
in her hand bag the small velvet case
which contained the old cameo pin
given to her as a birthday present
that very morning by her g
aunts. It was once the property
of her grandmother, and was much
prized by the aunts in RoBley. Kate
turned pale as she thought of the
length to which she had been driven.
She was gomg to take this prized
piece of jewelry to the pawn shop
and thereby raise enough money to
buy her ticket back home, to telegraph
to her aunts to let them know she
was safe, and provide for the other in-
cidentals of her trip. She would,
meantime, arrange with the pawn
broker to let her redeem the cameo
unharmed within a few days, for once
she was home again and could ex-
plain to her mother how unbearable
had been her exile to Rosley, she was
sure she would have no difficulty in
securing the money needed and to
receive a full pardon. Anyway,
thought Kate, even if they chose not
to forgive her, she was twenty-one- ,
and had a right to act for herself. At
the worst, it wasn't dishonest to pawn
the pin. It was given to her as a gift,
and therefore she bad a right to do
with it as she chose.
It was duBk when Kate made her
way down the street of the small town
of Rosley to the shop whose impos-
ing gold balls made known to the
public its business in the community.
She took the box from her bag and
New MexicoLas Vegas.For iale KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
DENTISTSW. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each- -
defendants in said cause and
;ieh and every one of them may be
barred and forever estopped from
having or claiming any right, title or
interest in or to the said described
land, real estate and premises or any
Tart thereof adverse to said plaintiff,
and that, said plaintiff's title thereto
an'1 estate therein be forever quieted
and set at rest.
The said land, real estate and
premises hereinbefore referred to, are
more particularly 'described as fol-
lows, t:
That certain tract of land and real
estate, situate, lying and being partly
3n the County of San Miguel and part-
ly in the County of Mora, in the State
FOR SALE First class hard coal
burner, good as new, very cheap.
Inquire- Mrs. Frank D. Fries, 511
National avenue..
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
DR. F. B. HUXM ANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Boom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Is the Big Intestine Useless?
Now the large intestine comes in foi
criticism at the hands of science. The
colon is declared to be absolutel
worthless in the functional relations
of the human makeup, and that il
really is the most virile menace tc
health. Professor Methnikoff, eminent
Russian bacteriologist, and his co
workers declare that it is nothing less
than a poison bag and that maa would
be far better off without it. It is said
to contain all manner of bacteria that
are responsible for nearly all the ills
the human is heir to.
Sir James Goodheart, the Englicb
surgeon, however, ridicules the idea
He even doubts If the bacteria is nox
ions. "To my sense,," he eays, "the
essential object of it existence is tc
expose as extensive a surface as pos
sible to the food that is supplied tc
It, and to this end it has become an
organ of delay and storage." Sir James
considers that some of the most ad-
vanced surgeons are far too eager te
operate on the colon.
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR SALE Pure apple cider, also
choice hand picked apples; $2.50
per 100 delivered. J. H. Kelley,
Olive 3621.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
nnl Nunrrv the bodV. BALLARDrSL. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.:FOR SALE Range. 509 sixth street.
fourth Thursday evening eacr HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irrita-
tion, heals the lungs and restoresof
New Mexico, and better described
iss follows, t: Beginning at the
Northeast corner of Sec. 29, Town
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitinj
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
FOR SALE Large Howe hard coal
burner. First clas3 condition. In-
quire at Hoffman and Graubarth.
comfortaDie breatning. rnce zac, ouc
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn. Secretaryship 18 North, Range 18 East of the
N. M. P. M., thence running along
2232EFOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
W. F. White, 52t Sixth street.
the East line of Sec. 20, North 40
chains to the quarter corner on the
Chinamen Must Not Be Disturbed InEast line of Sec. 20; thence west 40
chains through the center of Sec. 20 For Rent
to the center quarter corner of Sec
20, which point Is on the fence line
of the Placita Ranch Co, and near the
FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
rbora in modern home. 1030 Eighth
street.
GRYSmL IGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice,
2000 lbs or more, each delivery 20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery ....25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery 50c per 100 lbs
Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep
ing rooms at 1033 Fifth street.
Cure for Mosquitoes.
London people have discovered oi
adopted, rather, an agreeable way tc
keep their houses free from flies, and
mosquitoes. They burn sandalwood
which has a pleasant odor, but one
which is disliked by these summei
pests. The idea has been imported
from the Orient, where it has been
used for many years.
The sandalwood can be bought at
almost any Turkish or Japanese im
porting house. It is prepared for burn
ing by being cut up into pieces about
half an inch thick and three inches
long, and then baked or dried in a
slow oven for twenty-fou- r hours. A
piece of the wood is then lighted and
placed in a metal urn. After it has
become well aflame the flame is ex
tinguished and the red ember left to
smolder until it Is all consumed and
only mall heap of fine gray ashes
Is IefUfe
North bank of the Sapello river;
thence following along a fence line
in a westerly direction, as follows:
N. 45 degrees 16 minutes West, 7.57
chains; S. 82 degrees 12 minutes West
30.56 chains; S. 81 degrees 19 min-
utes W. 7.23 chs.; S. 07 degrees
minutes W. 7.09 chs.; N. 18 degrees
31 minutes W. 1.62 chs.; S. 63 de-
grees 38 minutes W. 18.37 chs.; S.
FOR RENT Four room cottage, 407
1200 Lincoln AvePhone Me. in 227Washington avenue. C. H. Steven-
son, Phone Main 291.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
49 degrees 26 minutes W. 18.54 chs.;' with or without board. 918 Doug-
las avenue.
Allegiance to Their Idols
and Their Gods.
Cable dispatches recently received
from Pekin relate two marvelously
contradictory pieces of news. One Is
that aeroplanes have just been pur-
chased by the Chinese republic, and
the natives are to be taught how to
pilot them. The other item of news
is that during a cyclone that sunk
100 junks thousands of Chinese fired
bombs and crackers to placate the of-
fended gods.
According to letters sent home by
missionaries and United States offl-cla- ls
in China, adhesion to a republi-
can form of government after centu-
ries of royal ruling is not at all a
hard thing to expect if the deeper
roots of the inhabitants of the coun-
try are not disturbed. That Is, the
Chinaman would just as leave have
a president ae an emperor, provided
his belief in his idols and his gods
is not attacked. And his solemn con-
sideration of his ancestors must not
be interfered with nor made light of.
These and some minor elements of
belief, if treated diplomatically, will
Insure his allegiance to the new order
of things, but disturb them and the
Chinaman may join an uprising at any
time, whether in the name of another
empire or a kingdom.- -
And He'll Have Reason.
"I see where five hundred girls in
the Cleveland public schools have been
studying hygiene by borrowing a
FOR RENT Three room house with
S. 48 deg. 59 mln. W. 19.70 chs.; N.
46 degrees 1 minute W. 22.21 chs.;
N. 46 degrees 7 minutes 12.12 chs.;
S. 88 degrees 50 minutes W. 6.S2 chs.;
S. 89 degrees 10 minutes W. 30.30
chs.; S. 89 degrees 2 minutes W. 34.84
chs.: S. 88 degrees 54 minutes W.
bath on Eighth street. Phone Olive
5462 or call 918 Douglas avenue.
--RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very 20c per 100 Iba
1,000 lbs., to 2,600 lbs., Each Delivery 25c per 100 Ibt.
200 lbs., to t,000 lbs. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lb
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery ..40c per 100 Ibt.
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery 50c per 100 Ibt
AG U A PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famoua
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Totals 12,000,000 Miles.
There are 6,000,000 telephone sta FOR RENT Or sale, at a bargain.
An upright piano, almost new. Ro-
senthal Furniture company. i
tions in this country, and the amount
of wire made use of will total at 12,
19.70 chs.; N. 22 degrees 19 minutes W.
34.85 chs.; N. 24 degrees 44 minutes
W. 12.59 chs.; N 37 degrees 51 min-
utes "W. 23.60 chs.; N. 45 degrees 31
000,000 miles. Some idea of what this
total means may be grasped when we
for rent. 417calculate that this length of wire could FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.minute3 W. 9.57 chs.; N. 36 degrees be wrapped around the earth 500
21 minutes W. 42.45 chs.; N. 40 de- times and that It would make 50 sepa
rate lines from the earth to the moonigrees 8 minutes E. 26.89 chs.; thence FOR RENT Two desirable rooms onbut there would not be half enouglN. 30 degrees 6 minutes E. 19.69
chs, crossing the La Jara Arroyo to
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.wire
to reach from the earth to out
clasped it closely in her hand, then,nearest planetary neighbor, Venus.the southwest corner of what Is com pausing to make sure that none of her
aunts' friends was in sight, she hur-
ried Into the shop.
monly known as the Phoenix West Pas- FOR RENT To lady or gentlemanCHICHESTER S PILLSture; thence following along the West
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finder
A brazen-face- d young man lounged
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.
fence of said phoenix West Pasture,
as follows: No. 31 degrees 15 min
l.BOloAi Atk your 1 ru curt at for aDiamond KrendVl'lIU m Itfd and metallicYv
ski with Rttie RiMmn. VJ Ke n other. Itur of vor V sutes E. 82.38 chs.; N. 22 degrees 15
baby and bathing him."
"Did the whole bunch bathe him
once, or did each of them bathe
him?"
"I don't know, but I'll bet heill he
a woman-hate- r when he grows up."
over the counter reading a newspa-
per spread out before him. He looked
up out of the top of his eyes as he
saw the shrinking figure, but waited
for her to begin the transaction.
rrn m
minutes E. 44.38 chs.; N. 25 degrees j'iii.tMPiF iit.A n If I'HAM, fur U
yeais known as Best, Always KelfaM
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house-
keeping. 921 Lincoln.f5 mlnute3 East 53.23 chs. to the N SOLD BY DRllliGlSTS EVERYWHERE
"W. corner of said Phoenix West Pas
K.VsccliancBU3ture; thence following the Northerly
f of The Placita Ranch Company Professional Health Culture for LadleiMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalpus
follows: N. 45 degrees 50 minutes
V. 84.88 chs.; N. 45 degrees 51 min- Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Uncivil Service.
"Some men never know how to let
well enough alone.' '
"How so?"
"Blundern, the "new department
head, decided to require a competi-
tive examination for every single Job
under him, and, bless me, if his wife
didn't win the position of private
secretary to him." Judge.
tes W. 23.44 chs.; N. 8 degrees 45 Plaza Hotel
MARRY rich Many wealthy mem-
bers; tired living alone; seeking
early marriage; descriptions free.
Mission Unity (B-11- San Francis- -
co, Cal.
minutes W. 17.83 chs.; N. 15 degreeB
Classified ad. erch out the people to whom amone au
those who MIGHT BIT the particular tbimg la worth most
That property rou want tp sell la WORTH MOST ve
who reads the ads. in tkla wpaper and womld mvr ki mi
your property unleaa it wr advertised er.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this sewsapsr want tM
are anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, ased naehlM?
and furniture, articles of nines f any sort, and musics! tv
atruments.
As the classified ads. arc read s) all sosaisls bsycaa. of at!
sible sorts of thins, they have corns to be finders or tfc ht
kets.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.15 minutes W. 11..83 chs.; N. 25 de
"I am very anxious to raise some
money on this," said Kate, not know-
ing the language proper to the occa-
sion. She pushed the velvet box to-
ward him, and the young man in a
perfunctory way opened it and looked
at it with expressionless eyes.
"How much will do youf" he asked,
turning the expressionless eyes on
Kate.
Kate reflected that her ticket home
would cost about three dollars, that
she would need something to tele
graph to her aunts, and might need
Incidentals for tips, taxlcabs and re
freshment on her way.
"I would take ten dollars," said
Kate, "but I Intend to to redeem it
' Within a week."
jrrees 45 minutes W. 18.35 chs.; N. 22
tlogreeB 15 minutes W. 53.41 chs.; N, Losl22 degrees 30 minutes W. 11.70 chs.; Backwardness of True Love.
Tm sure that he really loves me."
AUTOMOBILE, CtRSfAGE
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. H ER. 1 AN
429 GRAND AVE.
N. 35 degrees 35 minutes W. 31.27
'tis.; N. 60 degrees 35 minutes W.
19.32 chs.; N. SO degrees W. 46.2!
chs.; N. 86 degrees 15 minutes W.
55.71 chs.; S. 18 degrees 35 minutes
LOST Between corner of Seventh
and National and Photoplay, tur-
quoise pin. Return to Optic offlce
'
and receive reward. r
"Why?"
"He's called on me four times now
and hasn't dared to try to kiss me
as yet"
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY, OCTOBER A, 1913.
IkTHE, v s" '- - 'I'll IffWlJ CURIOUS CUSTOMS OF INDIA' (
Sancing Girls Married to Idols f'c,vj I
resenting Gods, Is One of ' '
the Oddities. ,
nedlu the foTIongTTTaTriTef! TSnTtr
4th of September the treasure lndf:
trains had left Paris for Brest. Or
the 5th the Hirondelle steamed t ut to
wards the fleet with the news fr.;7 PARADISE ' i v ij',,
Parrots are taught In India to spendj J
i large portion of their timo In rM ,
peating the names of gods, and suchJ
Robert W.Chambersi Uk t;YAor ofCardie Conspirators" i spokesman brings a good price, es- -pecially among business men, whojnids-at-Arm- s etc.
Illustrations Imagine that by owning such a parrotl ;
teir spiritual treasures are accuma- -;t :'n in-- .v, hv .Copyright l9o2 by Pobt WChainbcrj
Copyrtfht IW byPECollierASonivP"?1 w.C.,V O.IrwiN Myers-- !i'.ting while they attend to their usual!mm"Somehow we alwavs talked hniSYNOPSIS j
Many of the dancing girls in India!
belonging to the temples are called ths
rives of the gods. At an early ag
military balloons. And that evening
... she was so interested in my
work ... I brought some little
sketches I had made"
"I understand," I said.
He looked at me miserably. "She
was to return the sketches to me at
Caiman's the fashiftnable book store,
.. . next day. . . . I never
thought that the next day was to be
Sunday. ... The book stores ol
Paris are not open on Sunday but the
war office is."
"I began to put on my coat
"And the sketches were asked for?"
I suggested "and you naturally told
what had become of them?"
"I refused to name her."'
CHAPTER I Scarlett, an Ameiiran
oldler of fortune In the employ ol the
French Imperial Police at the 0.utbrf
of the Franco-Pruss- hi n war, la orUurmi to
.arrest John Buckhurst. a leader of the
Communists, who Is suspect- - of Udvinf
stolen the French rrown Jewels- -
eearching for Buckhurst Scarlett is or-dered to arrest Counted de Vassart and
, her group of socialists and escort tnem
to the Belgian border.
CHAPTER n Scarlett finds Sylvia
Elven of the Odeon disguised as a peas-
ant and carries her to La Trappe, where
the countess and her friends are assem-
bled.
CHAPTER III All are arrested. The
countess saves Scarlett from a fatal fall
from the roof of the house. He denounces
Buckhurst as the leader of the Heds and
the countess conducts him to where Buck-
hurst la secreted.
"Have you seen her?" whispered
Speed, coming up to me, long whip
trailing.
I shook my head.
He looked at me in disgust "Here's
something for you," he said, shortly,
and thrust an envelope into my band.
In the envelope was a little card
on which was written: "I ask you to
be careful, for a friend's sake." On
the other side of the. card was en-
graved her name.
"Where Is. she?" I said, steadying
my voice, which my leaping heart al-
most stifled.
He drew me by the elbow and
looked toward the right of the amphi-
theater. Following the direction of
his eyes, I saw her leaning forward,
pale-face- grave, small, gloved hands
interlocked. Beside her sat Sylvia
Elven, apparently amused at the an-
tics of the clown.
"I will be careful," I said to Speed,
in a low voice. "If it were not for
Byram I would not go on today but
that Is a matter of honor. Oh, Speed."
I broke out, "Is she not worth dying
for?" '
'.'Why not liv for her?" be ob-
served, dryly.
He let go of my arm and stood back
as my lion-cage- s came rolling out,drawn by four horses.
"It's your turn," he said, in a dazed
way. "Look out for that lioneBs."
I entered the cage, afraid.
Almost instantly I was the center of
a snarling mass of Hons; I saw noth-
ing; my whip rose and fell mechan-
ically. I stood like one stunned, while
the tawny forms leaped right and left.
Suddenly I heard a keeper say,
"Look out for Empress Khatoun, sir!"
And a moment later a cry, "Look out
sir!"
Something went wrong with another
lion, too, for the people were standing
up and shouting, and the sleeve of my
coat hung from the elbow, showing
my bare shoulder. I remember say-
ing, aloud: "I must keep my feet; 1
must not iam" Then daylight grew
red, and I was on my knees, with the
foul breath of a lion in my face. A
hot Iron bar shot across the cage.
The roaring of beasts and people died
out In my ears; then, with a shock,
my soul seemed to be dashed out of
me into a terrific darkness.
'h::y are united in wedlock to tX8
'.Tages worshiped' la the temples.
This strange matrimonial connection
i formed in compliance with the wish-i-d
of the parents, who believe it to be-- i
highly meritorious act to present
daughter in marriage to
idol.
The only foreigner who ever saw
?'o inside of the great temple of Jug-crna- ut
was an English officer, who
succeeded In gaining admission f
Minting and dressing himsel '.ike a
When the Brahmins discovered that
'Ueir holy place had been thus de-'Jp- d
they became so enraged that all
'e English residing at the seatloa
vfre, obliged to flee for their lives.
Suspecting their pursuers to be more
- iirous of gratifying their avarice
iian their revenge, they strewed sil-
ver money by the way, and while the
stopped to pick it up they;
The Man Was John Buckhurst.
ritation; again the lions saw It, un-
derstood it, and remembered. Pool
devils! Who but I knew that they
were right and I was wrong! Who
but I understood what lack of free
dom meant to the strong meant tc
caged creatures, unrighteously de
prived of liberty!
I mentioned something of this tc
(Speed as I was putting on my coat
to go out, but he only scowled at me,
j'saying: "Your usefulness as a lion
Itamer is ended, my friend; you arc
ia fool to enter that cage again, and
il'm going to tell Byram."
"Don't spoil the governor's pleasure
jnow," I said, Irritably. "I'm going tc
:gjve it up soon, anyway not now
'not while the governor has a chance
(to make a little money; but soon
verv soon. You are rlcht - I ran't tnn.
CHAPTER IV Ge-m- an Uhlans descend
ion the place and Buckhurst escapes dur-
ing the melee. Scarlett is wounded.
i
CHAPTER V He recovers conscious-
ness in the countess' home at Morsbronn,
where he is cared for by the countess.A fierce battle is fought in the streetsbetween French and Prussian soldiers.
CHAPTER VI Buckhurst professes re
sentence and returns the crown Jewels toScarlett. He declares be will give himself
up to the authorities, ucanett doubts hisBuckhurst ureeR thfl rnnnteas gained
time and succeeded In reach-
ing a place of safety. telncerity,
NOT REALLY HEROIC ACTION!ftrnl anvthine now not. pvpn mvnolf
I must give up my lions, after all."
"When?" said Speed.
Onnn T , Tt .1 j
Mr. Snibbles Expelled Burglar All
Right, but Had Not Much Credit
Coming to Him.
Mr. Snibbles got out of bed and slip
i uuu w ii'iu y . i ill III tUIcuuu I want to go home."
cMef Barrels had" BeeU placed", a plank
thrown across them, and on this pianE
stood a man holding a red flag.
The man was John Buckhurst.
When I came nearer I could see
that he wore a red scarf across his
breast; a little nearer and I could
hear his passionless voice sounding;
nearer still, I could distinguish every
clear-cu-t word:
"Men of the sea, men of that an-
cient Armorica which, for a thousand
years, has suffered serfdom, I come
to you bearing no sword. You need
none; you are free under this reii
flag I raise above you."
He lifted the banner, shaking out
the red folds.
"Peace, Love, Equality! All this is
yours for the asking. The commune
will be proclaimed throughout
France; Paris is aroused, Lyons is
ready, Bordeaux watches, Marseilles
waits!"
A low murmur rose from the people.
Buckhurst swept the throng with col-
orless eyes.
"Where's the mayor?" I whispered
to Eyre.
"In his house; Speed is with him."
"Come on, then," I said, pushing my
way around the outskirts of the crowd
to the mayor's house.
The mayor was lying in his arm-
chair, frightened, sulky, obstinate,
his fat form swathed in a red sash.
" I said, sharply, "so you al-
ready wear the colors of the revolu-
tion, do you?"
"Dame, they tied it over, my waist-
coat," he said, "and there are no gen-
darmes to help me arrest them '".
"Never mind that just now," I in-
terrupted; "what I want to know Is
why you wrote the governor of Lori-
ent to expel our circus."
"That's my own affair," he snapped;
"besides, who said I wrote?"
"Idiot," I said, "somebody paid you
to do it W7ho was it?"
The mayor looked slyly at me out
of the corner of his mottled eyes, but
he remained mute.
"Very well," said I; "when the
troops rrom Lorient near or this rev-
olution In Paradise, they'll come and
chase these communards Into the sea.
And after that they'll stand you up
against a convenient wall aad gtre
you thirty seconds for absolution "
"Stop!" burst out the mayor, strag-
gling to his feet, "What am I to do?
This gentleman, Monsieur Buckhuret,
will slay me if I disobey him! Be-
sides" he began to bluster. "I'm
mayor of Paradise, and I wont be
bullied! You get out of here with
your circus and your foolish ele-
phants! I haven't any gendarmes
just now to drive you out, but you
had better start, all the same before
night."
"Oh," I said, "before night? Wtiy
before night?"
"Walt and see then," he muttered.
"Anyway, get out of my house d'ye
hear?"
"We are going to give that perform-
ance at two o'clock this afternoon,"
I said. "After that, another tomorrow
at the same hour, and, on every day
at the same hour, as long as It pays.
Do you understand?"
"Perfectly," sneered the mayor.
Then I asked him what he would do
If the cruiser began dropping shells
Into Paradise; he deliberately winked
at me and thrust his tongue Into his
cheek.
"So you know that the cruiser is
gone?" I asked.
He grinned.
"Do you suppose Buckhurst's men
hold the semaphore? If they do, they
sent that cruiser on a fool's errand,"
whispered Speed.
Here was a nice plot! I stepped to
the window. Outside in the square
Buckhurst was ranging a dozen peas-
ants In line., The peasants were not
Paradise men; they wore the cos-
tumes of the Interior, and somebody
had already armed them with scythes,
rusty boarding-pikes- , stable-fork- s, and
one or two flintlock muskets. An evil- -
Are you reany going nome, Sea
lett?" he asked, curiously.
I have nothing to keep me here,
ped on his shoes.
"This must stop," he muttered lrJ
ritably to his wife. "I'm going down
10 go to raraaise.
CHAPTER admits thathe receives pay from the Prussians forinformation which he does not give. He
secures passports to the French lines for
Scarlett, the countess and himself. ,
CHAPTER Vm-Scar- lett reports to the
secret service in Paris and finds Mornac.
shadow of the emperor, In charge. Hedeposits the crown Jewels and later, when
making a detailed report, finds that pebbleshave been substituted for the real stones.
Speed, a comrade In the service, warnsScarlett that Mornac is dangerous. Healso informs him that all the governmenttreasure is being transported to the coastfor shipment out of the country. Scar-lett and Speed escape to Join a circus.
CHAPTER IX-- The circus arrives atParadise where Scarlett secures a licensefrom the mayor.
CHAPTER X--An order Is received bythe mayor calling the citizens to arms.
CHAPTER daughter ofthe Lizard, offers to Join the circus to
give exhibitions in the character of a
mermaid.
have I?"
Not unless you choose to settle
down and . . . marry."
stairs to teach that young man toj
keep away from my house In the fu--
ture."After a moment's thought I Bald:
Speed, what the devil do you mean "John," cried his wife, "stop! Don't
by that remark?" go" 1Oh, what do you imagine I mean?"
(To be Continued Monday)he retorted. "Do you think I'm blind?
Am I an ass, Scarlett? Be fair: am
"No: not an ass." I said.
"Then let me alone unless you
They Make You Feel Good
The pleasant purgative effect pro-
duced by Chamberlain's Tablets and
the healthy condition of body and
mind which they create make one
feel joyful. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
"So they eent you to a fortress?" 1
Asked.
"To New Caledonia, . . . four
years. ... I was only twenty,
Scarlett, . . . and ruined. . . .
I joined Byram in Antwerp and risked
the tour through Prance."
"You never saw her again?"
"I was under arrest on Sunday. I do
not know. ... I like to believe
that she went to the book store on
Monday, . . . that Bhe made an In-
nocent mistake, . . . but I. never
knew, Scarlett, ... I never knew."
"Suppose you ask her?" I said.
; His firm hand tightened on mine,
then he walked away, steadily, head
.high. And I went out to saddle my
horse for a canter across the moor to
Point Paradise.
So, by strange ways and eccentric
circles, like the aerial paths of hom-
ing sea-bird- I came at last to the spot
J had set out for, consciously; yet it
surprised me to find I had come there.
A boy took my horse; a servant in
full Breton costume admitted me; the
Velvet humming of Sylvia Elven'e spinnin-
g-wheel filled the silence, like the
whirring of a great, soft moth impris-
oned in a room.
The door swung open noiselessly;
the whir of the wheel and the sound of
the song filled the room for an in-
stant, then was shut out as the Coun-
tess de Vassart closed the door and
came forward to greet me.
"Are you troubled?" she asked, then
colored at her own question, as though
deeming the impulse to speak unwar-
ranted.
"No, not troubled. Happiness is
often edged with a shadow. I am con-
tent to be here."
Her face grew graver. "You must
forget the past," she said; "you must
forget all that was cruel and false and
unhappy, . . . will you not?"
"Yes, madame."
"I, too," she said, "have much to for-
get and much to hope for; and you
taught me how to forget and how to
hope."
"I, madame?"
"Yes, ... at La Trappe, at
Morsbronn, and here. Look at me.
Have I not changed?"
"Yes," I said, fascinated.
I picked up my gloves and riding-crop- ;
as I rose she stood up in the
dusk, looking straight at me,
"Will you come again?" she asked.
I stammered a promise and made
my way blindly to the door which a
servant threw open, flung myself
astride my horse, and galloped out in-
to the waste of moorland, seeing noth-
ing, hearing nothing save the low tear
of the sea, like the growl of
Want plain speaking instead of a
bray."
But before she could say more he
had slipped out of the door. She heard
him steal downstairs to the drawing
room; she heard sounds of a struggle
and of the breaking of , glass; she
heard him drag his adversary to the
hall and klct him down the front
steps. Then when he returned she
flung herself upon him and clung to
him admiringly. .
"What's the matter?" he demanded.
"Don't you know?" she answered.
"That was a burglar!"
"Great Scott!" he gasped, turning
pale. "Why didn't you tell me before?
I thought it was Ethel's sweetheart"
Harper's Magazine.
CHAPTER XH-Sca- rlett makes friends
with the Lizard.
CHAPTER XIIT-Scar- lett calls on the
countess at her home in Paradise. Hefinds Sylvia Elven also there. He learns
the countess has withdrawn from the so-
cialists. They swear eternal friendship.
CHAPTER XIV-T- he Lizard learns for
Scarlett, through one Tric-Tra- c, that Mor-
nac is head of a communistic conspiracy.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
dan and the orders for the detachme;.
of a cruiser to receive , the crov
jewels. On the 6th the news and t.
orders were signaled to the flagshii-bu-
the God of battles unchained :
tempest which countermanded the o:
der and hurled the Ironclads into out.
darkness.
So, for days and days, the treasur-lad-- i
trains must have stood helplt- -'
in the station at Brest, awaiting tii
cruiser that did not come.
Speed and I already knew the seer
orders sent. The treasures, includir:
the crown diamonds, were to be 3 tor."
in th9 citadel, and an armored cruis :
was to lie off the arsenal with bank
fires, ready to receive the treasures
the first signal and steam to t':
French fortified port of Saigon in C";
chin China, by a course already det :
mined.
Why on earth those orders had be .;
changed so that the cruiser was to 1;
Dff Groix I could not imagine, unle;
pome plot had been discovered in Lo
rient which had made it advisable U
shift the location of the treasures foi
the third time. .
Pondering there at the tent door
amid my heap of musty newspapers, I
looked out into the late, gray after
noon and saw the maids and men o
Paradise passing and repassing acre
the bridge.
A few moments later drums beg
!o roll from the square. , Speed, pac-
ing, called out to me that the co:i
scripts were leaving for Lorient; so
walked down to the bridge, where tl:
erowd had gathered and where u tsi,
gendarme stood, his
uniform distinct in the early eveuii.;
light
"Attention!" cried the officer, a slii i
beetle lieutenant from Lorient.
The mayor handed him the roi'.j
and the lieutenant, facing the shuiTiiiu
single rank, began to call off:
"Roirx of Bannalec?"
"Here, monsieur "
"Don't say, "Here, monsieur!' Cay,
'"resent!' Now, Rous?"
"Present, monsieur "
'Idiot! Kedrec?"
"Present!"
"Garenne!"
There was silence.
"Robert Garenne!" repeated the off.-ce-
sharply. "Monsieur the mayc:-lia- s
informed me that you are llabn
for military duty. If you are present,
answer to your name or take conse-
quences!"
The poacher, who had been lounging
on the bridge, slouched slowly forward
and touched his cap.
"I am organizing a franc corps," he
said.
"You can explain that at Lorient,"
replied the lieutenant. "Fall In there!"
"But I"
"Fall in!" repeated the lieutenant.
The poacher's visage became in-
flamed. He hesitated, looking around
for an avenue of escape. Then he
caught my disgusted eye.
"For the last time," said the lieuten-
ant, coolly, drawing his revolver, "I
order you to fall in!"
The poacher backed into the strag-
gling rank, glaring.
"Now," said the lieutenant, "you
may go to your house and get your
packet. If we have left when you re-
turn, follow and report at the arsenal
in Lorient. Fall out! March!"
The poacher backed out to the rear
of the rank, turned on his beel, and
strode away towards the coast,
clinched fists swinging by his side.
There were not many names on the
roll, and the call was quickly finished.
And now the infantry drummers raised
their sticks high in the air, there was
a sharp click, a crash, and the square
echoed.
"March!" cried the officer. The
crowd pressed on into the dusk. Far
up the darkening road the white coif-fe- s
of the women, glimmered; the
drum-rol- l softened to a distant hum-
ming.
A shape slunk near me through the
dunk, furtive, uncertain; "Lizard," I
said, indifferently. He came up, my
gun on his ragged shoulder.
"You go with your class?" I asked.
'
"No, I go to the forest," he said,
hoarsely. "You shall hear from me."
I nodded.
"Are you content?" he demanded,
lingering.
' The creature wanted sympathy,
though ha did not know it. I gave him
my hend and told him he was a brave
man; and he went away, noiselessly,
leaving me musing by the river wall.
After a long while or it may only
have been a few minutes the square
began to fill again with the first groups
ot women, children, and old men who
had escorted the departing conscripts
a little way on their march to Lorient.
Long tables were Improvised in the
square, plied up with bread, sardines,
puddings, hams and cakes. Casks of
cider, propped on skida, dotted the out-
skirts of the bowling-green- .
I turned awrfy across the bridge out
into the dark road. Long before I
came to 'the smoky, silent camp 1
heard the monotonous roaring of my
lions, pacing their shadowy dens.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portions of the
ear. There is only one way to cure
deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin(Continued From Yesterday.)
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
CHAPTER XV.
this tube is inflamed you have a rum-
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the inflam-
mation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an in
flamed condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. S'end for circul
Japanese Greeting.
Nothing is more amusing than to
watch two acquaintances saluting la
the streets of a Japanese town. Aa
they come in sight of each other they,
slacken their pace and approach with,
downcasjt eyes and averted face, as IS
neither was worthy of beholding they
other; then they bow so as to brings
the face on a level with the knees, on
which the palms of the hands arar
'pressed. i
A succession of hissing sounds igf
next heard, made by drawing thai
breath between the closed teeth, in j
terspersed with complimentary) j
phrases uttered with great volubility j
each trying to outdo the other. (
At last the climax la reached and ;
each endeavors to give precedence tof
the other. For perhaps a full minuta'
the polite contest continues; then tW
ceremony ahrutly ends, as If the dlff
culty were capable of none but
brusque solution, and the two pass on'
hurriedly, with a look of extreme re
lief. . ;
The Japanese gentleman who haS
many acquaintances must require aa
ars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druesi8ts, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-
pation. Adv.
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..., Forewarned.
The liona had now begun to give me
ft great deal of trouble. Oh, they
jknew, and I knew, that matters had
igono wrong with me; that I had, for a
time, at least, lost the Intangible some-
thing which I once possessed that lt
right to dominate.
That morning, as I left the training-cag- e
where among others, Kelly Eyre
Stood looking on I suddenly remem-
bered Sylvia Elven and her message
9 Eyre, which I had never delivered.
"My son," said I, politely, "do you
think you have arrived at an' age suf-
ficiently mature to warrant my deliv-
ering to you a message from a pretty
girl?"
"There'e no harm in attempting It,
Bay venerable friend," he replied,
laughing.
"This Is the message," I said: "On
Sunday the book stores are closed In
'Paris."
"Who gave you that message, Scar-
lett?" he stammered.
lie was so young, so manly, so un-
spoiled, and so red, that on an impulse
I said: "Kelly, it wae Mademoiselle
Elven who sent you the message."
His face expressed troubled aston-
ishment.
"Is that her name?" he asked.
"Well It's one of them, anyway," I
1 For YO U!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon hour to walk the length Of a block
a city street.
The Eternal Feminine.
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
"I do want it,"
"Very well, my friend; then, at your
respectful request, I beg to inform you
that you are in love with Madame de
Vassart and have been for months."
"You aref wrong," I said, steadily.
"No, Scarlett; I am right."
"You are wrong," I repeated.
"Don't say that again," he retorted.
"If you do not know it, you ought to.
Don't be unfair; don't be cowardly.
Face it, man!"
"What are you saying, Speed?" I
asked, rousing from 4my lethargy to
shake his hand from my shoulder.
"The truth. In all these years of
Intimacy, familiarity has never bred
contempt In me. I have watched you
as a younger brother watches, lov-
ingly, Jealous yet proud of you, alert
for a failing or a weakness which I
never found or, if I thought I found
a flaw in you, knowing that it was
but 'part of a character too strong,
too generous for me to criticise.
Listen to me, Scarlett. I tell you
that a man shipwrecked on the
world's outer rocks if he does not
perish makes the better pilot after-
wards."
"But ... I perished, Speed."
"It is not true," he said, violently;
"but you will If you don't steer a truer
course than you have. Scarlett, an-
swer me! Are you in love?"
"Yes," i said.
He waited, looked up at me, then
dropped his hands in his pockets and
turned away toward the interior of
the tent where Jacqueline, havim;
descended from the rigging, stood,
drawing her slim fingers across the
surface of the water in the tank.,
I walked fast across the moors, ;is
though I had a destination. And i
had; yet when I understood it 1
sheered eff, only to turn again and
stare fascinated in the 'direction of
the object that frightened me.
Then, looking seaward, for the- - first
time I noticed that the black cruisi.x
was gone.
For a while I stood, listenin.;;.
searching the sea, until a voice
hailed me, and I turned to find Kelly
Eyre almost at my elbow.
"There is a man in the villags ha
ranguing the people." Speed thinks
this man is Buckhurst."
"What!" I cried.
"There's something else, too," he
said, eoberly, and drew a telegram
from his pocket.
I seized it, and studied the flutter-
ing sheet:
"The governor of Lorient, on com-
plaint of the mayor of Paradise, for-
bids the American exhibition, and or-
ders the individual Byram to travel
immediately to Lorient with his
circus, where a British steani-shi- n
will transport the. personnel, bag-Rag-
and animals to British territory.The mayor of Paradise will see that
this order of expulsion is promptly
executed.
"(Signed) BRETETJIL,.
"Chief of Police."
"Where is that fool of a mayor?Come on, Kelly! Stay close beside
me." And I set off at a swinging
pace, down the hollow, out across the
left bank of the little river, straight
to the bridge, which we reached al-
most on a run.
"Look there!" cried my compan-
ion, as we came in sight of the square.
The square was packed with Bre-IP--
peasants rjpnr the fountain two
The South African natives in Boe:
land still preserve their old customs,
and one of the most curious is tha
of carrying off a girl for a wife. The'
looking crew, if ever I saw one. They
were the scum of Morbihan.
"Well!" muttered Speed In amaze-
ment."
.
After a long silence, Kelly Eyre
looked at his watch. "It's time we
were in the tent," he observed, dryly;
and we turned away without a word.
At the bridge we stopped and looked
back. The red flag was flying from
the mayor's house.
"I think," I said, "that we had bet-
ter ride over to Trecourt after the
show not that there's any immediate
danger "
"There is no Immediate danger'
said Speed, "because sho is here."
My face began to burn; I looked at
him miserably. "How do you know?"
"She ia there In the tent I Baw
her. Don't misconstrue her presence.
Don't be a contemptible fool. If I
have read her face and I have never
spoken to her, as you know I tell
you, Scarlett, that young girl is going
through an ordeal! Do women of that
kind come to shows like this to be
amused ?"
And he turned on his heel, leaving
It 's giving you
a present for do-
ing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
CHAPTER XVI.
A Restless Man.
When I came into camp, late that
afternoon, I found Byram a:id Speed
groping about among a. mass of news-
papers and letters, the first mail we
circus people had received for nearly
two months.
There were letters for all who were
accustomed to look for letters from
families, relatives, or friends at home.
I never received letters I had re-
ceived none of that kind in nearly n
score of years.
But there were newspapers enough
and to spare French, English, Ameri-
can; and I sat down by my lion's cage
and attempted to form some opinion
of the state of affairs in France.
When, on the 3rd of t
humiliating news arrived thai tlie r
was a prisoner and his army an-
nihilated, the government, for the first
time in its existence, acted with
promptness and decision in a matter
x
of importance. Secret orders were
cent 'by couriers to the Bank of France,
to the Louvre, and to the Invalided;
and, that same night, train after train
rushed out of Paris loaded with the
battle flags from the Invalides, t'l?
most important pictures and antique
sculptures from the Louvre, the great-
er part of the gold and silver from the
Uank of France, and, last but by no
replied, beginning to feel troubled in
my turn. "See here, Kelly, it's not
my business, but you won't mind if 1
ispeak" plainly, will you? I know
Mademoiselle Elven slightly. I am
afraid of her and I have not yet de-
cided why. Don't talk to her."
"But I don't know her," he said;
"or, at least I don't know her by that
name."
"Then who do you believe sent you
that message, Kelly?"
His cheeks began to burn again, andhe gave me an uncomfortable look.
' A silence, aid he sat down in mv
learn how Much
fletferEMPRESS
FLOUR realh is.
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
custom is called "ukutwala," and the'
girl, though not indisposed to accept
the man, causes every obstacle to bqj ,
placed in his way. j
The suitor watches his opportunity
(after first placing so many head of)
cattle in the kraal of tha girl's father)
and eventually carries away the girs
by main force. J
The heartrending cries of the bride,! '
as she is carried away, are something!
pitiful a cry that pierces the heart off
a Christian, but his pity subsides
when he learns that la native lang-
uage it means: J j
"Don't take me, but don't let any
one help me, because I want to go!" ju
Pure Fiction. tj
"We enjoyed your visit so much."
"Say, Central, I've been waiting 2(
minutes." )
"My wife and I never had a wonp
with each other."
"I never wore a hat that cost lt.-i-
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
'.ban $S5."
"I've had only one drink today."
"I never put myself out for com
i
.any."
SONS' OA A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH- -
dressing room, his boyish head buried
In his hands. After a glance at him
I bogan changing my training suit for
Tiding clothes, whistling the while soft-
ly to myself. As I buttoned a fresh
collar he looked up.
"Mr. Scarlett I should like to tell
you about myself; ... I was a
clerk in the consul's office in Paris
when Monsieur Tissandier took a
fancy to me, and I entered his balloon
ateliers to learn to assist him. Then
the government began to make much
of "s . . . yoii remember? We
started experiments for the army. . .I was intensely Interested, and . . .
there was not much talk about secrecy
then. ... I made an invention a
little electric screw which steered e
balloon . . . sometimes . .
He laughed, a mirthful laugh, and
.looked at me. All the color had gone
ifrom his face.
"There was a woman ' I turned
.Partly towards him.
,' !!l know," J said.
me speechless.
I do not remember dressing. When
I came out into the passage-wa- y By-
ram beckoned me, and pointed at a
cracK In the canvas through which
one could see the interior of the am-
phitheater.
The show was on.
I stood in the shadow of the stable-tent,- ;
dressed in my frock-coa- t, white
stock, white cords, and hunting-boots- ,
sullen, embittered, red with, a false
shame that better men than I have
weakened under, almost desperate In
my humiliation, almost ready to end
It all there among those tawny, rest-
less brutes pacing behind the bars
at my( elbow, watching me stealthily
with luminous eyes.
She knew what I wa3 but that she
could come to see with her own fyesI could not understand, I could not
forgive. Because she had, In her gra-
cious ignorance, given me a young
girl's impulsive friendship, was I to
inlstalie b.r? ,
means least, the crown and jewels oi
Franco.
These trains were dispatched to
Brest, and at the same time a telegram
was directed to the admiral command-
ing the French iron-cla- d fleet in the
Baltic to send an armored cruiser to
Brest with all haste possible, there to
await further orders, but to be fully
prepared in any event to take ou
board certain goods designated in
cipher. This we knew in a general
way, though Speed understood that
Lorient was to be the port of depar-
ture.
The plan, then, was simple; but, foi
an equally ninU'le reason, it inlsc&r- -
I GREY (STER-
LING) FINISH
CHAPTER XVII.
The Circus.
A little after sunrise on the day set
for our first performance, Speed
sauntered Into my dressing-roo- In
excellent humor, 6aying that the
country was unmistakably aroused to
the Importance of the Anti-Prussia- n
Republican circus and the Flying Mer-
maid of Ker-Y-
I had had an unpleasant hour's
work with the lions, during which
Marghouz, a beast hitherto lazy and
docile, had attempted to creep be
hind me. Again I had betrayed lr--
I
"We did not have a fly in the hou;is;
all summer."
"I've got to meet a customer toJ
'
night." .
"We .never have trouble kceptu,-
wvnnts."
"I was reared in luxury and rUrtfH
aient."
" vVKn the baby cam tbnr hni U
t38 waa complete."- - -- Ruiitn. Stit. i
EMPRESS
can be cb-- Iit
g taineJ in ihis city from f
7all grocers
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rive persons, guessed the exact"
local NLWS ; COUNTY FAIR COSIES
TO SUCCESSFUL END
weight of the small wagonload of coal
placed on display at the county fair
by James O'Byrne. Straws were
drawn to see who got the coal, Wil
Y ALL MEANSCHICKENS
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
PREMIUM HAMS
lamps at 6:20Light automobile
o'clock this evening.
liam Lowe winning. Other guessers
who estimated the exact weight were WARHTHISYJinJUDGES ARE DELAYED IN AN-
NOUNCING WINNERS OF VARI-
OUS PRIZES
Jesse Haggerty, Julia Sundt, Julio
Martinez and Stephen Elwood." TheTry
a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY
CUCUMBERS
CARROTS
BEETS
TURNIPS
LETTUCE
ONIONS
CABBAGE
TOMATOES
SWEET POTATOES
SQUASH
coal weighed 200 pounds.FANCY PEACHES
FANCY PEARS
FANCY APPLES
FANCY BANANAS
FANCY GRAPES
The San Miguel county fair came
to a close yesterday evening when
the last chance was given Las Vegas
people to view the exhibits at the ar
The guild of St. Paul's church will
meet at ?:30 o'clock on Tuesday
with Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, 1015
Eighth street.
mory, lae exiuuluoii euueu at a;uu
o'clock, and thus mortilner all the
exhibits Were removed from the ar
On. account of a washout on the
coast lines of the .Santa Pe railway
all trains from the south-- were late
in arriving here last night. Train
No. 10 arrived EeTe yesterday after-
noon at 6:311 o'clock while trains Nos.
2, 4 and 8 did not arrive here until
this morning. AtiHratns today were
on time. The two.,s.ections of train
No. 1 bound to the coast still are in
servi.ce and traffic is unusually heavy
in that direction.
St. Paul's choir will meet for re-
hearsal in church tonight at 6:45
o'clock. A full and prompt attend-
ance is requested.
mory.PIS
We Havea Mcst Complete Line of
BLANKETS AND COMFORTS
At the Lowest Prtveviling Prices
This Ad Is to Imform You Thet VVe Can
Ssvve Y.u Money
J.C.JOHNSEN&SON
623 Douglass Ave.
VJATEflLlELOHB 30c EA The judges late this afternoon had
Lot yet made out the complete list of
the winners of the prizes, but prob
ably will have the list completed byThe Last of the Season
Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Libby, of course.
. Adv.
Mondav. Several mistakes were
madfi whtoh must be corrected be
fore the awarding of the prizes can
take place.Dan Rhodes this morning took his
taxicab out of tne paint shop and
this afternoon displayed 'his practic
The speed program at Amusement
park yesterday afternon was excel
ally new machine to the public. The lent. The program was witnessed
The Sociedad de Amigos, an organi-
zation composed of young Spanish-American-
will give a dance tonight
at the Rosenthal hall (on Railroad
avenue. Good music and good order
will be provided. The public is in-
vited, Admission is 25 cents. Adv.
StoreSt taxicab received? "Excellent treatment bv a small audience, but was noneearns at the hands of N, O. Hermann, the the less exciting. The best riders in
painter, and looks even better now the county made their appearance at
than when first purchased. The car
DUY AH AUTO DHL i VEIi Y WAGON
Inmurem Prompt Dmllverlea at Minimum fxptnm
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, leliable in operation cheaper than horse power
has been in continuous service since
Reports from tourists coming into
the grounds entirely ready to rids
anything that might be brought be-
fore them. The riding of the wild hull
afforded much amusement for the
July, 1912, with the exception of the
time it spent in the paint shop. Mr.
Rhodes has owned the car for the
past 15 months.
the city from Raton say that the road
north of Las Vegas is in poor condi-
tion, as a result of the recent rains,
ana is in need of immediate repair.
Three machines have been stuck be-
tween Las Vegas and Watrous with-
in the last week.
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Rayoolds, Vice President S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallflti Raynolda, Cashier. H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
spectators and one rider was thown
from this animal, together with the
saddle. He didn't "pull leather," ac-
cording to the judges, he merely took
the leather with him.
Numerous other humorous incidents
happened which caused much merri-
ment and excitement for the audience.
few J WfcTi! fThe funeral , services of, J. H.who was killed here the firstpart of this week, were held this af
Rev. J. L. Imhof will speak tomor-
row morning upon "The Craving for
Human Fellowship." A. D. Barnett The
races rer all good and some
fast horses made their appearance.will sing, "Give Me Thy Heart." The
message in the evening will also be
a social message on "The Dream of
A complete list of the winners will be
given Monday. .
ternoon from the chapel of J. C.
Johnsen and Son. Rev. E. C. Ander-
son officiated. Interment was in
Mount Calvary cemetery. The J. C.
Johnsen firm was holding the body
of Nation pending instructions from
his parents. A few days ago it was
requested the body be sent to Mcin-
tosh. Today the Johnsens were in-
structed to bury the body here.
The fair as a whole was a successa Golden; Age." In these services
and plans are now being made! for athe minister will speak upon the better exhibition next year.needs and influences that make for
social reform.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100. 000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
The Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, D. D., ENTERTAINMENT WILLof Albuquerque will occupy the pul
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from
CHARLES ILFELB COMPANY, 3gentspit of the First Methodist church, BEGIN AT 8:45
HISS VOLLMER TO HEAD
SPANISH DEPARTMENT
corner Eighth and National, tomor-
row at 11 a. m. and at 7:30 p. rs.
The Methodist Ladies' quarette wf.i
sing at the morning service and t le BUSINESS MEN AND SATURDAY
chorus choir will lead the singing at j NIGHT SHOPPERS CAN AT-
TEND PACKARD SHOW THE OLD RELIABLEthe evening service. A cordial lnvita LAS VEGAS GIRL WHO HAS STUD-IED IN SPAIN TO JOIN
NORMAL FACULTYtion is extended to the public to
It was announced this morning by
the Y. M. C. A. that the entertainmirmmiimiTKraHHr" ..Mill.! Nature is at its best right now and ment to 'be igiven tonight at the
the country has taken on the real as Duncan opera house by Alton Pack:lif pect of autumn. The mountains
north of the city will be a popular
BAIN WAGON
rt : -. ' A'
:':T
r.
place tomorrow, and many people
will take advantage of the season
and get glimpses of the wonderrul
scenery before cold weather sets in.
The trees and foliage in all the city
Miss Wilhelmina Vollmer, a Las
Vegas young woman, has been select-
ed as instructor in Spanish at the
New Mexico Normal University. This
position on the Normal faculty has
been vacant for several months. Mrs.
Marie C. Navarro has had charge of
the Spanish classes since the fall
term opened, but has been obliged to
leave on account of tne opening of
school In Pecos, where she is regu-
larly employed as a teacher.
Miss Vollmer is now on her way
to Las Vegas after a three-yea- r trip
abroad. She spent an entire- year
studying in Spain and has studied
also in Germany. Miss Vollmer Is a
Spanish student of great ability and
should prove to be an excellent teach,
er, according to President Roberts
IX parks have been painted many colors
by the early froSts.
While riding in the relay race yes- -
ard would not begin until 8:45 o'-
clock. The time for opening was set
back 15 minutes in order to allow
the merchants and their clerks and
the Saturday night shoppers to get
in in time to hear the greater por-
tion of the program.
The New Mexico Normal Univer-
sity orchestra, an organization which
took a foremost place in, musical cir-
cles in Las Vegas last spring, has
been engaged to play at the various
attractions during the Lyceum
course. The orchestra, though it lost
several players by graduation, has
gained some new members who are
excellent, and its playing is even bet-
ter than it was last spring.
So much has already been said
about the excellence of the entertain-
ment of Mr. Packard that nothing
more Is necessary. All that remains
is for the people to go and hear!
terady afternoon at Amusement- park
James Wh'tmore, a well known
rancher, was seriously Injured when
the saddle on the horse he was rid- -
at full gallop, turned', throwing
"Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull. dogs.
"Let's quit while the
quitting is good. "
him to the ground and breaking his
of the Normal. Miss Vollmer will ar
rive here about October 15. Until
her arrival the Spanish classes at
shoulder. Whitmore evidently did
not tighten his cinch sufficiently
when he started on the third lap of
the race. He suffered greatly last
night, but was improved today.
the Normal, will be heard by two or
more advanced students Under Miss ross. Kelly & Go.Vollmer the Spanlsn department at
the Normal is expected to be the best! 1 him, and judging: from the advancein the state. Under Antonio Lucero reservation, tlieer will be a big crowd
present. Sofe Agents
The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
burglarized Let us wire your
house for. Edison . Mazda Lamps
the Normal easily led the state in the
i teaching of Spanish, and Miss Voll
Hi HI
mer will strive to keep up the stand-
ard set by the man who was called
away from teaching to become secre-
tary of state.Las Vegas Light &
Tomorrow, the first Sunday in Oc-
tober, is the date set by the Protes-
tant church of the city for inau-
gurating their winter program. As
a consequence the evening services
will be held 30 minutes earlier than
is customary during the summer
months. Preaching services will be
held at 7:30 o'clock, while the young
people's societies will meet at 6:30
o'clock. At the' Catholic Church of
the Immaculate Conception the first
mass on Sunday mornings will occur
at 7 o'clock instead of at 6:30, the
customary hour - during the summer
El U
'J
Subscribe tor. The
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AT THE HOME OF
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE
111 MRS. JACK M'GHEEVEY
In Their Clever Vaudeville Skit
Moving Pictures. Too
Good Things to Eat?
Think of BOUCHER'S.
Virginia Sweet Potatoes, Cape
Cod Cranberries, Celery, Let-
tuce, Cauliflower, Concord
Grapes, Seckle Pears, Bartlett
Pearsk California Peaches,
Apples, Delicious Mora Valley
Vegetables.
Fresh Consignment
"Swansdown Cak Flour."
The following civil service exami-
nations will be held in this city on
the dates mentioned: October 20: Tin-
ner's helper (male) salary $60 per
month. October 22 Quarry technol-
ogist (male) salary $2,500 to $3,000
per annum; medical interne, govern-
ment hospital for the insane, salary
$900. October 22-2- Ship draftsman
(male) salary $3.28 to $5.28 per diem;
junior physicist (male) salary. $1,020
to $1,200. October 27: Associate
physicist in theoretical and experi-
mental optics (male) salary $2,500.
December 30-3- Assistants (men)
teacher (woman) and industrial
teachers (men) at salaries ranging
from $1,200 to $3,000 per annum. For
all other information concerning these
examinations see F. O. Blood at the
local postoffice.
CORRECT GARMENTS FOR MEN
Don't hesitate to come In and look
over our New and Large Stock of
Fall Suits and Overcoats. The reason
we sell more this season Is on ac-
count of their merit. Adler Roche-
ster Clothes talk for themselves.
Folks, come in and try on a Suit or
an Overcoat and save $5 to $8.
Every Suit bought during Monday
will entitle you to you an extra pair
of Trousers FREE or the amount In
cash.
UlIffpAn OPERA HOUSEMktuiL TUESDAY EVENING, OCT. 7
rurkeys, Ducks, Springs and Hens
, I,,,
Salmon, Halibut
A, ,
Cranberries and Sweet Potatoes
y
t II IM
1 i rfipnirrp r iTiini ip i imnnMUi l.AIIIUI.11 LAUltd
ADMISSION, 25 Cents
TAICHERT'S CLOTHING
.
STORE
CORRECT GARMENTS FOil MEN
sssss s s s
the oiiMF h mm CO. I El PorvenirI The Idea! Mountain Resort
j Phone Main 20 and Olive 5174
Lj ALL YEAR ROUND RESORT
STOR.R- 'THE STOEE THAT SUITS" j
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
